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Related Study Assignment No, 1: Introduction to Microwaves

Objective:

Upon completion of this assignment, "the student will be able to:
4(l) list the microwave frequency spectrum in megahertz or gigahelyz
and list the wavelength of each band in centimeters, (2) write elist
of safetyRrecautions to be observed while working with microwave
equipt6t, (3) describe briefly to the-instructor the modern uses of
microwaves, and (4) successfully pass a written examination with a
score of 75 or more. k

Introduction:,

This R.S.A. will introduce to the communications student a section of
the'radio frequency spectrum known as the microwave.region.

Microwaves have existed since the early beginnings of radio but were
really developed to a high degree during World War II. Probably the
greatest use of that time was radar, a series of directional, high-
-powered bursts of energy that are transmitted, travel to a distant ob-
ject, bounce off this object, and return to the waiting receiver
as useful data. Sinceftts early use by the military forces, micro-
wave technology has advanced rather rapidly and &lay highly sophis-
ticated networks of microwave relay stations carry data to every carrArr--,

of our nation.

Modern day uses of microwave energy include the transmission of tele-
vision programs, telephone messages, tellVry data,-satellite data,
and spacecapsule communications. Eve crowave ovens prepare food
in our homeo.

One characteristic of microwaves is that the wavelength is such that
electrical circuits may be built whose physical dimensions are near
the operating wavelength. Another characteristic of microwave circuits
is that the location or position of elements within the circuit becomes
critical. Voltages and currents may be different values in relation
to the relative position of components (i. e. a conductor 3 cent(imeters
long carrying energy in the 3 cm microwave band will have two voltage
maximums and two voltage minimums and the maximum-to-minimum spacing
will be one Oarter wavelength).

As a matter of further explanation, resistance, capacitance, and in-
ductance are uniformly distributed over the entire length of a transmis-
sion line and if the path is large iR relation to the wavelength,
the voltage (and current) will vary from zero to maximum many times

5
7 .
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along the line,. Figure la depicts a line with its distributed resis-

tance, capacitance and inductance. Figure lb shows how voltage (and

Current) may vary along the iength of the line. Unlike DC or low

frequency AC, propagation of microwave energy along a line is depen-

dent on electric and magnetic fields. ' This will be covered in the

R.S.A. on transmission lines.

Fig. la

Distributio0 of Resistance, Capacitance, and

Inducta ce along a Transmission Line
a

CONDUCTOR / Anw

r Ty-- I A A A

Fig. lb

Voltage (3r Current) Distribution along a ,

Conductor at Microwave Frequencies

The student should be aware of some safety precautiors when working

in the proximity of mjcrowave equipment. First, stand away from the

open end of waveguides (a special microwave transmission line).

Energy that is radiated from an open-ended waveguide may "cook" a

person in the same manner that is used in a microwave oven to prepare

food. This energy penetrates food Qd produces heat internally as well

as on the surface. This heat, unl1k4 the radiant,heat of a conVentional
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oven, is produced by molecular f.riction or agitafion of molecules' due
to the rapid reyersal of current flow. Some deaths have occurred,
although rarely, by "cooking" the'Oictim through carelessness or ig-
norance while working,on or near microwave sources such as radar trans-
mitters.

Second, be sure all shields on circuits are in their proper places.
This reduces radiation,and covers terminals'that are connected to dan-
gerous potentials. Microwave power supplies may contain, lethal voltages
and should be treated with the same respect as given to orr sources
of polher. =

Some new terms will be encountered n the study of microwaves. The
student should familiarize himself with these to better understand
microwave theory and applications.

Waveguide--A hollow metal conductor of microwave energy.

Parabolic Antenna--A dish-sfiaped antenna used to focus microwave energy
into a narrow eam.

Horn Antenna--A device that is flared like a funnel or megaphone and
is attached to a transmission line to radiate directional microwave
energy.

Mode--A pattern of electromagnetic waves along a transmission line or
within a cavity.

Klystron--A special vacuum tube that contain's a tuned. cavity in addition

to other electrodes.

Magnetron--A high powered, multi-cavity tube principally used in radar.

Cutoff FrequencyThe frequency of the dominant mode of a rectAular
waveguide whose wavelength is twice the widest dimension of the wave-

.

guide.

..

Transverse Electr ave--An electromagnetic wave in a rectangular
waveguide known as th TE10,mode. 'This wave has,an electric freld (

vector that is perpend cular to the direction of propagation.

References:

1. Robert L. Shrder,'-ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS, 3rd Ed., Grcgg/ -

McGraw-Hill Book Co. Read 'Oages 658-655. .

2. Harold E. Ennes, AM/FM BWADCASTING: EQUIPMENT, OPERATIONS, AND

MAINTENANCE, 1st Ed., Howard V Sams Publishing CO. Read pages

344-355.
t
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Study Questions:

l.What are some modern uses of microwaves?

R.S.A. 1

PAGE 4 OF 4

tw-

2. What are the frequencies and wavelengths of L,S, J, X, and P

band.microwaves?

J

3. What are stiffe safety precautions you must observe?

I. ha types of transmission 1 ines ,a_A used for microwave frequencies?

AM

5. What safety precautions should be observed with or around micro-

wave qquipment?

8
0.
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Job: Plotting Mic.rowave Frequencies

Objective:

The student.will: (1) Draw a graph depicting the various microwave '

frequencies and (2)' identify the various microwave bands by the proper

letter designation and give the wavelength in centimeters and inches

for each band.

Job Inftrmation:

The student should familiarize himself with the metric sy'Stem of

measurement if he has not already done so. A meter is approximately

39.4 inches whtch is slightly longer than a yardstick. It ts divided

into measurements using 10 as a base. One tenth of a meter is a deci-

meter, one one-hundreth is a centimeter, and one one-thousandth of a

meter is a millimeter.

Most microwave wavelengths are identified in centimeters (cm). These

wavelengths may be calculated using the formula 300 7 frequency in

megahertz times 100 (Fcm = 300 x 100).

FMHz

Tools, Materials, and. Equipment:-

I. Graph paper

Z. Ruler
3: Pencil

References:

I. 11..S.A. 1 of Microwave and ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS.

Trocedurier\

I. Draw a sraph showing the microwave frequency spectrum. Use the

frequency as the horizontal direction (axis) and wavelength in

-centimeters aS the vertical Ws.

2. Identify the keariOus bands with their proper letter designation

L, G, M, etc.).

Job Questions:

1

I. How did you calculate the wavelength (in
centimeters) for the various

'Microwave bands?

2. How-would you:write 2.15 gigahertz in Hertz per second?

lip 9
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Job Questions:

.

.Continued

JOB .
1
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3. How would you write 7. I'2 gigahertz in megahertz per secorAl?

-

4. How would you write 7.152 gigahertz in thousandths of megahertz

per second?

.

,

,
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Related Study Assignment No.2: Microwave Systems

Objective:

,

Upon completion'of.this assignment the student will be able to:

(1) Identify the various sections that comprise a microwave system,1

(2) state the purpose of each section of a mitrowaye_section, and

(3) pass a written examination on microwave systems with 6 grade of

/25 or more.

Introduction:

ktypical microwave system contains several circuits or devices that

perform different functions'to transmit and receive data (Fig. 1).

Most of these circuit names are familiar to the communications student

but some of the devftes work differently from those encountered pre-

Viobsly. This study shall encompass the purpose and function of each

major section of tHe overall system.

EMPHASIS

SASEBAND

AM PI.IFIE
L.

TRANWAITTER

ISOL ATOR

AL ARM

AFC

A

PROTECTION CIRCUITS

OE.EMPHASIS DEMOD

BASESAND
AMP

LIMITER

CONTROL
CIRCUITS

PROTECTION
CIRCUITS

HARMONIC
FILTER

!LOCAL
OSC

I F FILTER/ MIXER RI-
AMP EQUALIZER

,Fig. 1

Block Diagram tS Typical.Microwave System

\NN
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Introduction: 'Continued
i

Microwave Oscillator

k MicHiefave osCillators are geherators oflyultra-high, super-high, and -

extremely-high frequencies. They may be special vacuum tubes or more ,

recently, solid state devic . The theory of how tHese units operate

11:electrically will be covere in e.later lesson.

'Some microwave oscillators are: (1) The klystron, (2) the magnetron,

(3) the traveling wave tube, (4) the backwave oscillator, and.(5) solid

state devices such as transistors,.tunnel diodes, Gunn diodes, and

,
limited,,space-charge accumulation diodes.

Modulator

The modulator an'd its associated baseband amplifier is employed in the

microwave transmitter to impress data onto the microwave carrier. It

consists of several subassemblies including varlable pads for level

adjustments; .a differential amplifier'', river, ..and output. Optional

accessories are also railable.

Since mott carriers are frequency modulated, prieemphasis of the modulating

signal is employed to improve the transmission characteristics of the -

signal. Deemphasis ii employed at the receiver to restore the sigRal

to its original state. /1

Multiplex equipment (MUX) with several channels of data may be fed into

the baseband amplifier. The number of channels"that the baseband amPLifier

will accept depends on the data.levels that are used.

Power Supplies
A

Vacuum tube microwave pircuits utilize conventional power supplies ranging

from highly negative potentials to high positive4voltages. Soliti state

units employ powv,supplies of the type found in transistor operated

equipment. Manf systems oontain two or more sources of power to main-

tain the most rellable,communications possible.

Commercial power is a primary source of voltage with a storage battery

and trickle Oarger brrangement as a secondary source. In some remote

locations or in areas- of high cUrrent demands, an auxiliary dieselpowered

generator may also be installed. Some method of remote or automatic

switching of these power sources must be included in the station circuitry.

Transmission Lines

Microwave transmission lines generally differ from conventional lines-

to theextent that a wire conductor is no longer necessary. It may ,

be said the.microWave signal pan be propagated along the inside of

a hollow metallicrpipe called a waveguide. Some systems still employ

low-loss toaxial lines.

12
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IntroduCtion.: 'Continued
41

Transmission Lipes Continued

411111L
Waveguides are lines Ahat suffer.no radiation loss as do conventiOnal

or coaxial lines.. I;ong qpns are usually avoided, particularly horizontal_

runs, as moisture may accumulate inside the waveguide and cause an in- '

.creasd in signal attenuation. Dry air or dry nitrogen under pressure

may be adde'd to prevent this accumulttion.
or

)f
v.

Antennas

*
The tra smitting and receiving antennds found in operating microwave

systems are verOirectiona1, of distinctive shape, and usually have

very high power gaih due to the extremely narrow beam 'widths. The simplest.,

type of antenna commonly employed is the" horn antenna. It consists

of a connecting'flange (for attaching to a waveguide) and a funnel

shaped body. Energy is propagated in the direction that the horn is

etc!.

The,most popular style of microwavt antenna is the phrabolic "dish."

The characteristics of this device are: (1) Extremely high gain

(20,000 to 40,000 ls common), (2) narrow beam width, and (3) high

. directivity. Since these dishes are exposed to the elements; weather-
proofing is accomplished by fitting a special cover on the antenna called

a "radome."

The signal travels through a waveguide and buttonhook (or some-

times a dipole) arrangement to the dish and is reflected outward into

space in the direction.that the dish is aimed. In the receiving mode,

the action is reversed. Most dishes are bolted to supporting structures

-and attached to riod waveguides by flexible waveguide sections to allow

for mechanical discontinuities, vibrations, etc.

a Receivers

Microwave receivers are usually con entional superheterodynes using a
reflex klystron (or suitable 9olid state device) as the local oscillator.

The IF amplifiers, second mixer, deteqor, audio (or video) amplifiers,

and outpat stages are of the same design as those studied in previous

courses.

1

Overall systems)work only as well as they are designed, installed, and
maintained. Iloality equiriment perfocming various dufies is available

, fl'om several, reputable manufacturers, industry has need of competent

technical staffs to maintdin these vital communication links. The

serious student.wilj do well ,to glean each bit of information that

may help him to Unsure ,himself of a successful 'career in mkt-Olt/ave.

communications.
ex"

13
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1. Robert L. Shrader, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS, 3rd Ed.,-Gregg/McGraw-

Hill Book Co. Read pages 638-655
9

2. Harold E. Ennes, AN/FM BROADCASTING: EQUIPMENT, OPERATIONS, AND MAIN-

TENANCE, Ist'fd., Howard Ttl. Sams Publishing Co. Read pages 344-355.

3. George Kennedy,: ELERONIC COAMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 2nd Ed., tregg/

. -McGraw-Hill Book Co. Read pages 428, 425, and 4-537.

p.
1'

'Study Questions:

1. What are the functions of the various major sections ofie-micro-

wave system?.

2. Define the word."parabola."

3. What is preemphasis?
1

4: Draw a block diagram of a microwave system.

a

T
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Job: Training Kit Familiarization

Objective:

The student will: (1) Identify ihe variaus components that are con-

taihed in .the.trainer apd (2) attach the various components of theis

trainer.

Job Information:
vf

In this jOb the student,will examine4the conilidnents of the trainer to

be used in the microwaVgcourse of studies.

Ask your instructor for the tra er and the instruction book that

comes with the trainer,

Tools, Materials, and Equipment:

1. Microwave training kit with instruction book

A list of components that should be in the trainer

Horn antenna
Terminations
Wavemeter (fréquency meter)
Wavegpide flap attenuator
Modulator unit
,Slotted line section

Bends
Twists
Crystal detectors
Slide tuner
Standing wave unit or indicator

Diode switches
Dish antenna
Directional- couplar
Klystron or solid state oscillator

Power supplies
Cables

2. Hand tools

References:

I. Training kit instruction book.

15

is as follows:
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Precautionsi

1. Handle the components carefully% Do not dent or bend the waveguide

sections.

Procedure: ,

1. Open thekit and carOully.unpack the components of the kit._

, 2. 'tldentify each componeht_by loc*ing at the parts list.

3. Make sure the kit is complete. If parts are missing, notify your

ingtructor.immediately.
4. Study the method used to join the components together.

5. Attich several units to each other. Be sure the'lveguide sectjonS

are oriented with the narrow dimensions in the same plane. Do

not.overtighten connections.

6. Massembie components.
7. Repack the components into their proper plaees in the storage

container.
r

Job Questicmse

1. How are the components Yoined together?

2. Why is It important to joiri the waveguide sections together in

tHe prpper plane?

1 6
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Job: Microwave Systems--Section Identification

Objectivel

The student will: (1) Identify each maYor section of an oper>ting

microwave system and (2) .explain the 'function of each major section

of an operating microwave system. -

..

Job Information:

The student-should study and be thoroughly familiar withithe block
diagra'm of the microwave transmitter and receiver in the lrelated ,tudy

ass ignment..f .

Tools, Materials, and Equipment: F.

1: Pencil

?. Paperi

Refererices:

. 1. R.S.A. 2 of Microwave.

Procedure:

.
.

tr
I

I. Draw a block diagram of a microwave trans mitter including thp trans-
r

mission line and antenna. ,

2. Draw a block.diagram of a microwave transmitter including the trans-

mission line and antenna.
3. Write a brief description of each section of the microwave trans-

mitter and receiver.
,
-

Study Questions:

1. In what subassembly of the microwave transmitter is the deviation

control located?'

2. What type of modulation is usually used in microwave transmitters?

,
,

3. What is the purpose of the preemphasis and deemphasis circuits

in microwave systems?

---Th

17 .
,
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Related-Study Assignment No. 3: Microwave Oscillators

Objective:

Upon completion of this'assignment, the student will be able to:

(1) Identify the various microwave devices and explain their operation

and 12) Pass a written examination with a score of 75% or better.

Introduction:

Most microwave si nals originate in special electronic devices. These

devices will be s udied in this assignment.

Previous osCillat r studies have cover:ed various circuitry including

frequerky multiplicatiqn. Microwave carriers may be generated using

cohventional oscillator circuits and frequency multipliers. Thii is

usually done at the lower microwave frequencies such as 960 MHz.

However; these frequency multipliers require additional space, generate

unwanted hept,'add to power consumption, and increase equipment costs.

Several devices are now in use that carr generate microwave signals

without using frequency mult,ipliers. The reflex klystron.has been a

popular vacuum tube mdcrowave oscillator for severardecades. Many

existing systems still use the klystron both in the transmitter and

the reCeivet to produce radio frequencies.
A

Gunn diodes and other solid state devices are rapidly replacing vacUum

tubes as the heart of the microwave system. As in other solid state

circuits, they require less power and generate less heat.

A logical approach to the sutdy of microwave generatio /is to look

first at resonant caNvities (Flg. 1). Figure 2 depict a hairpin loop.

This loop i5 self4esohant since it contains some ir1uctance and capac-

itance. It is easily.seen that length and width will change the reso-

nant frequency of the'loop since,these two dimensions will alter the

inductance and the capacity of the loop.

If the loop is made one-quarter wavelength long, it becomes a low

impedance (a short c)rcuit) at the closed end and a high impedance

(an open circuit) at the open end. By connecting an infinite number

of these loop (commonly referred to as stubs) to a central point with

the open ends at the center and the shorted end on the outside, a .

hollow cavity similar to a tuna can is formed. This.cavity, since it

contains inductance and capacitance, is resonant at.a frequency deter-

mined by the internal dimensions (Fig. 3). The principle of the quarter

wave shorted stub also makes'possible the manufacture of a special

transmission line called a waveguide.

18
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Cube' (Q = 28,000) Cylinder (Q = 31,000)
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Sphere (a = 26,000)

'oughnut-shaped , Cylindrical Ring (Q = 26,060) Section of Waveguide

Fig. 4-Several Types of Resonant Cavities

/-/
a--Quater-idave Hairpin Loop b--Equiva,lepI Circuit

Fig. 2

Half Turn Loop in,Parallel Quarter Wave Sections Closed Metal Container

s, a

Develornent of..Cavity frOm A./4 Sections

,
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Introduction: Continued

If a method is devised to vary the cavity size, the cavity can be tuned

much the same as any resonant circuit. Three such methods are currently

in use and these are stiown in Fig. 4. The first illustration depicts

a threaded sckew attached to a disc that can vary the 'cavity size and

change the resonant frequency of the cavity.

KNOB

THREADED SHAFT

='
1.4

111111Iggllingtrfl
I -N. a

?

1.1

I I I
I II lit
I 's
t I

CYLINDRICAL CAVITY
WITH ADJUSTABLE DISC

DISK

FLEXIBLE WALL

ADJUSTABLE PLUGS

LEVER

TEcw,MODE

CAVITY WITH ADJUSTABLE PLUGS

CAVITY THIS
DISTANCE
VARIESCHANGING THE

SIZE OF CAVITY

.
Fig. 47-Method of Changing the Frequency of a Cavity

The second method employs Ougs that screw into the cavity, and these

''plugs reduce the magnetic field trength in a manner similar to decreaimg

the cavity inductance. The further the'screw is inserted into the cavi,ty,

the.higher'the frequency.

The third method varieg"the cavity size by compressing the top toward

t bottom of the cavity. This causes the distance between the top

and bottom to vary, thus changing the resonant frequency. This action

may be compared to moving the plates of a capacitor closer together,

thereby increasing the capacity and lowering frequency.

Several methods of exciting the cavity are in use today. Energy may

be inserted or removed from the resonant chamber by placing a probe or

loop inside the,cavity. Energy to start oscillation is,provided when

current flows by setting up E lines parallel to the probe. If a loop

is placed in the area where the magnetic field will be present, an

H field will be started. Another way to excite the cavity is to design

the chamber in such a way that electrons may be "shot" across the cavity

through 'a perforated plate creating a disturbance and .setting up an

H field. Figure 5 illustrates these three methods.
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A
PROSE COUPLING
TM 0,1, 0, MODE

LOOP COUPLING TM 0, 1, 0, MODE

ELECTRONS SHOT THROUGH
HOLES

C

CYLINDRICAL RING

,

Fig. 5--Methods of Exciting the Cavity

Resonant cavities have-uses in addition to serving as "tuned" circuits

for microwave oscillators (Fig. 6). They may belused as frequency

imeasurinOevices (called wavemeters). They may be -used as mixing chaMbars

by injecting two or more signals into 'the cavity and obtaining an outp6i

that Is a combination of the sinput signals. Cavities can provide

impedance matching by properly connecting two sections of transmission

jine (waveguides) together with a resonant cavity,between them. A cav-

itx May be used in a ringing circuit similar to the action encountered

in the study of lower frequency circuits. :nhis ringing circuit can

be used to advantage-in radar apparatus as an echo box and is used

'to check the radar set for proper operations. .

The theory of the operAtion of IndividUal oscillating devices, such as

the klystron, magnetron, backwave oscillator, traveling wave tube,

Gunn diode and other devices is explained in the text of the reference

book. Wavemeters and detectors are also covered. Waveguides will

be discussed in the R.S.A. on,transmisAion lines:
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PLAi"E

GPMS 0,

CAVITY

COUPLING
CATHODE AND 400P
HEATER'

COAXIAL LINE
.

ROSE

-1.-A;SAL UNE %NAVE GUIDE

cAvrnEll
0RATK

COAXIAL LINE

CRYSTAL .I.
MILLIMETER .11.

THREADED
CENTER

CONDUCTOR

i
Fig. 6--Uses of Cavities
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I. lobert L. Shrader, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION, 3rd Ed., Gregg/McGraw-

011 Book Co. Read pages 642-654.

2. George Kennedy, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, 20 Ed., Gregg/

McGraw-NM Book Co. Read pages 409-524.
7

A

Stud Questions:

1. Name six microwave oscillators and descrtbe the basic operation

"of each.

2. How does a cavity wavemeter measure the microwave frequency?

3: Explain how a resonant cavity works.

I. What is the impedance of a quarter-wave shorted stub ai the open

end?

fr
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Job: The Klystron

Objective:

The student will:, (1) Connect the necessary components of a'jmicro-

wave trainer to generate a,microwave frequency and (2) make the nec-

essary adjustments to cause a microwave signal to be generated.

Job Information:

It is the purpose of this job to teach the student how to generate

a microwave signal by using, the classroom training aids. Familiarity

will be gained with the irainer components and techniques involved

in their use.

+Reflex klysttions are tuned cavity microwave oscillators that are nor-

mally used jn classroom trainers to produce low power output for

experimental purposes. The repeller (1oMetimes called the reflector)

of the klystron is negative in polarity, causing the electron stream

fnNA the cathode to be returned across the gap of the resonant cavity.

Returning electrons distort this electron stream as.it moves away from

the cathode causing the electrons to move 'In groups or'bunches. :This

process is,called velocity modulation.

The klystron will oscillate when bunching occurs at precise intervals

and is dependant on electrode mechanical and electrical adjustments.

Experimentation will show that the klystron will oscillate strongly

at some value'of voltage better than it ill at some other value.

Three adjustments are necessary to-arrille at maximum power output,

(strongest oscillation) from the klystron. Thes,e adjustments are:

(1) Cavity tuning (mechanical), (2) repeller voltage (electrical),.

and (3) matching to the load.

This.yob deals primarily with the klystron electrical 'adjustments.

Cavity ttining and matchihg to the load will be covered in other jobs.

Be sure to record your readings during the procedure. They will be use-

ful in evaluating your experiment.

Tools, Materials, and Equipment:

1. Microwave training kit (or Microwave transmitter)

2. Hand tools '

2 4
1
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References: .

I.

-.1. Microwave training kit instruction book or microwave transmitter

manual supplied by the manufacturer.

Precautions:

1.. Klystrons require voltiges9that may be lethal. Avoid contact with

these potentials. Make OF-connections with all power supplies

s turned off.. I if

..Procedure: (Instructions in-parentheses are for a transmitier.Y.

I, Connect'the equipment , shown in Fig. 1. (If your kit dOes not

contain some of the 'items' shown, consult.your instructor.) If

you are using a microwave transmitter instead of the trainer, consult

the manual supplied with the unit. Locate the section on "Transmitter

Tune-up."

M ODU ATOR
POWER
SUPPLY KLYSTRON

FLAP
ATTENUATOR

DETECTOR

I

WAVEME T ER

CROSS
GUIDE
COUPLER

STANDING
WAVE
UNIT

TERMMATION

DETECTOS

SLIDE
SCREW

TUNING

UN IT

SLOTTED
LINE

Fig. 1--KlyStron Oscillator Equipment Connections

2. Insert the vane of the flap attenuator into the waveguide to obtain

, maximum attenuation. (Some transmitters have a solenoid-operated

attenuator. If your transmitter, is so equipped, operate the flap

into the waveguide.)

3. Withdraw the probe on the slide screw tuner all the way out of the

waveguide. (On a transmitter you my need to adjust the crystal

coupling.)
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4. Adjust the range switch to "0" (zero) and set the gain control

to approximately the center of its rotation on the standing wa

unit. (Consult your transmitter manual.)

5. Turn power "ON" on the SWR unit. (Follow steps in the instruci ion

manual.) .

6. Set the power supply reflector voltage contno.1 to minimum.

7. Adjust the power supply beam voltage control to minimum.

8. Attach the cable from the klystron to the power supply.

9. Turn.the power supply switch to "ON." Allpw ample time for the elec-

trodes of the klystron to reach operatingAlempeltature.

10. Apply repeller voltage first. The specifications for the particular

klystron in your rainr (or transmitter) should be obtained.from

your instructor he nominal value of most low power klystrons

is about 150 vol s, '

, 11. Adjust the beam voltage to near 250 volts. The beam current will

read approximately 15 to 20 milliamperes.
.

12. Increase the repeller voltage and watch for a dip in beam4current:-

By alternately adjusting the beam voltage and therepeller voltage,

a dip in beam current should be located.

13. Withdraw the attenuator from the waveguide. (Operate the attenuator

sol.enoid on the transmitter.) An indication on the meter of the

standing wave unit should appear. This lets you know that the

klystron is producing a microwave signal. .(The transmitte eter

should indicate klystron current.) Shbuld the meter st

0 (zero), turn the gain control toward minimum and rot te tiladrange

switch In a direction to,produce a meter indication that gives

an on-scale reading. Keep adjusting the range and gain controls

to produce a one-half scale reading (approximately).

14. Turn the voltage adjusTMents along with the frequency control

on the modulator to produce a maximum meter readrng.

It may be neces.sary tO readjust the flap on the wavegiiide attenuator-

to keeP the meter from reading off scale when the gain is set at

approximately one-half its notation. The range switch may ha*ie

to be moved to keep povier at a safe level. .

15. Run the probe of tile slide screw tuner into the-vmve9uide.two

or three turnslIrd move the slide along the line to locate the

largest reading. AdjuSt the probe in and out of the waveguide

to obtain maximum reading and secure the probe to keep it from

moving.

16. Move the repeller voltage from minimum to maximum to loCate the

different oscillations. Use the,oscillatio6 (mode) that is the

most stabl.e.
t

17. Adjust the modulator controls for maximum reading on the standing

wave unit.

18. Have your instructor check your adjustments.

19. Turn off beam voltage.

20. Turn off repeller voltage.

21. Turn off power on all units.

22. Disassemble trainer components and replace in storage area.
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Job Questions: .
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i

1. 4How does the flap on the attenuator unit reduce`the power when it

. 1, inserted in.to the waveguide? - i

,

2. Does the power vary as the klystron is adjusted to different modes?
e

3. Which- mode produced the greatest powe'r output?

,
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,
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JOb: Experiments' with the Klystron

Objective:

The stuckent 011: (1) Experiment with some of the operating charac-

teristics of/the reflex klystron and (2) make a chart showing the

voltages and currents for the Aifferent voltage modes.of the klystron.

Job Information:

..

,,

In Job 3 the bunching process of electrons in the klystron was dis-

cussed briefly.* Since klystrons have played such an important part

in microwave communications it would be well to look into their theory

a little more in depth.

Figure 1 illustrates tte bunching action and one can readily see that

some electrons travel further than others before arriving at the cavity

to produce oscillations. These different electrons, having traveled

different distances and yet having arrived at the cavity at the same

time must have traveled at different speeds. Figure 2 is a diagram

showing a plot of velocity-versus-time of electron movement within

the klystron. 0.

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 1 113viti grids

ce Or-electron center electron
time-ft.-

Fig. 1

2S
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electron
velocity

at
second
grid o!
cavity
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(B)VELOCITY-TIME DMGRAM

Fig."2--Bunching Process in Reflex Klystron

The power delivered by the returning electrons is dependent on the rel-.

ative phase of the rf field at the time the electrons arrive back at

the klystron cavity. For, power to reach maximumk the slowest electrons

must remain in the reflecting field for 3/4 Cycles or some integral plus

3/4 cycles of the repeller space. In other words, N = rr+ 3/4 where N

equals transit time of the repeller space and n equals any number such

as 0, 1 2 3, etct Refer again to Fig. 1.

Since repeller voltage affects the time that the electron spends in

the reflecting field it'becomes apparent that some control can be.attained

over electron movement ih the klystron by simply adjusting the repeller

voltage. When the repeller voltage is high (remember that this is a

negative value) the rf field is at its strongest and the electron

travels its shortest distance. This corresponds to a delay of 3/4

cycle of transit time an&with succeeding decreases in repeller voltage

the delay inCreases in increments of 1 3/4, 2 3/4, etc. as previously

noted. These modes are known as volta e modes. This is not the same as:

the cavity modnTrice the cavity tseit is resonani at only one frequency.

Compare Fig.. 1 and Fig. .3.

CURRENT AND FIELDS

, A.

I

current yolk] s e

.1

VOLTAGE and CURRENT DISTRISLITiON , SQUARE CAVITY or HALF WAVE LENGTH SECTION
ACROSS WIDTH

'1

FIELDS IN CYLINDRICAL(
CAVITY

(B
at WAVE GUIDE C

'Fig. 3Voltages, Currents and Associated Fields for Simpte Mode in a Cavtty Resonator

29
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If the beam current Is too small the cavity will still not oscillate

even though the transit time equals n + 3/4. There must be enough energy -

to overcome circuit losses before the cavity will begin to produce a

radio frequency. Once oscillations are started the voltage mode that

delivers the greatest number of electrons t the cavity will produce the

lrgest power output.

The frequency of the carrier can be varied over a narrow range by changing

the repeller voltage of the klystron. This can be compared to 'the action

of a triode vacuum tube oscillator where the feedback phase is changed

slightly causing a smell change in frequency. If.the repeller voltage

is increased by a few volts the electrons return across the gap a fraction

of time earlier causing the...output frequency to increase and by reducing

the repeller voltage a few volts the electrons arrive at the gap an instant

later thus decreasing the frequency.

This ability to change the frequency over a flmited range is referred

to as elec,tronic /uning and, is usually measured betWeen the half-power

',frequencies: The total range of change encompasses about 5% of the center

frequency in most klystrons.

Summarizing, broad frequency changes are accomplished by adjusting the

cavity size (mechanical tuning) and floe adjustment is made using electronic

tuning. For any given cavity size there exists several voltage modes

and power output depends on the voltage mode selected for operation of

the klystron.

Tools, Materials, and Equipment:

I. 'Microwave training kit (or transmitter)

2. Hand Viols

3. Transmitter manual (if you use a transmitter)

Procedure: 1

I. Connect' equipment as shown in Fig. 4;

MODULATOR

POWER
SUPKY

DETECTOR

DETECTOR

WAVEMETER

KLYSTRON

\ FLAP
%ATTENUATOR

CROSS
GUIDE
COUPLER

SLIDE

SCREW
TUNING
UNIT

SLOTTED
LINE

STANDING

WAVE

UNIT

30
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2. Tune klystron for maximum power output as noted on standing wave

unit (or power output indicator on transmitter).

3. Write down the beam voltage as read on the meter.

4. Reduce power by 3 db (one-half the original values) by increasing

repeller voltage.

5. Record the reading in Step 4.

6. Increase repeller voltage until the poiger has been reduced 10 times

less than its value in Step.2 (10 db).

7. Record the repeller voltage found in Step 6.

8. Return the pifter output to maximum by decreasing the repelleF voltage \\

and record this readAng.

9. Decrease the repeller voltage again until the power is reduced 3 db.

Record this reading.

10. Decrease the repeller voltage until the power haS been lowered 10 db.

Record this reading.

11. Find a second voltagemode and repeat Steps 2 thru 10.

12. Locate a third voltage mode and repeat Steps 2 thru 10.

13. Tune the klyvon for as many voltage modes and count as.many as

you can find (without exceeding the ratings of your particular

klystron).

14. Readjust the beam itoltage to 2 other values and repeat St4Ps 2 thru

13.
A

15. Make a chart ani identify each mode.

Job Questions:

1. Was the power output the same in Step 8 as it was in Step 2?

2. How would you calculate the half power'points of any given mode?

3. How did the power output vary from mode to'mode?..

4. What happens_to electrons within the rf field of a klystron when

the repeller voltage is increased? When it is decreased?

.1

31
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Related Study Assignment No. 4: Microwave Modualtors

Objective: sow

Upon completion of this assignment, the student will:: (1) Know how

data is impressed upon a microwave carrier, through the use of the

microwave modulator and (2) become familiar with the necessary bandwidths

in the modulator.

Introduction:

The modulator in a microwave transmitterhas the same funcfion as the

modulator of any other radio device, to impress or add information to

a radio frequency carrier wave. As one would expect, the circuitry and

the components contained in a microwave modulrr are very similar to

those in other units doing the same job.

Sinde the repeller voltage of a klystron can be changed a few volts

to cause a resulting change in output frequency, it becomes a fairly

simple matter to connect the output of the modulator tq the repeller

supply and frequency modulate the klystr6n. A typical circuit is

shown in Fig. 1.

DATA
INPUT

wik
NEGATNE
VOLTAGE
SUPPLY

REPELLER
VOLTAGE

(DO)

'Fig. 1--Method of Modulating KlyStron Repeller

32
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Microwave equipment being sold today is 'generally entirely solid state.
Modulation processes are just as simple in the transistor microwave os-
cillators and a typical Circuit appears in Fig. 2% The varying data

voltage is impressed upon the transistor biasing voltage which varies
the frequency generated by the oscillator. This same bias voltage may
be used in conjunction with the automatic frequency control circuit's
to correct the oscillator frequency if it should drift from the assigned

channel.

DATA
INPUT

a 41. '

I'M !CROWAV E

TRANSISTOR
OSCILLATOR

NEGATIVE
BIAS

VOLTAGE

Fig. 2--Method of Mgdulating Microwave

Transistor Oscillator

MODULATED
RF OUT

Unlike communications transceivers that have narrow bandwidths (+ 5 kHz)
the typical microwave system ma.employ bandwidths ranging from fifty
kilohertz to several megahertz. The circuits associated with the mod-.
ulator mqst be capable of amplifying the audio, video, or other data

that is to tie impressed on the microwave carrier. As an example of
bandwidths that.may be necessary, a studio-to-transmitter link of
a television broadcast station may need a bandwidth of 10 MHz. This is

for a video signal at least 4.5 MHz, an audio\subchannel at 6.8 MHz
and auxiliary subchanrielt at 7.6 and 8.2 MHz. Micrdwave transmitters

_employed as STLs in TV broadcasting are usually licensed for a 25 MHz
bandwidth (example: The qperating frequency listed on the station licenie

may'be 6.875 GHz to 6.900 Gflz. The transmitter4mqu1d then be tuned

to the center of the band or 6.8875 GHz).

Some microwave systems arcs even wider than STLs. Relay stations carrying
network television programs, telephone messages, and other data simul-
taneously may have band4dths up to 40 MHz and maintain a bandwidth of

20 MHz with the gain varyin0 as little as 1 db in the center of band:

,Stations carrying only limited voice channels, telemetry, or other data
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introduciion: Continued

may be much narrower in bandwidth. A typical industrial installation

may be licensed as 3500F3 or 3500 kHz in bandwidth (see ,Fig. 3)

he 20Mhz -1

41d13/7/74'

40Mhz

Fig. 3--Response Curve of 40 MHz

Baseband Amplifier
-

The circuit that amplifies these frequencies is today called a baseband

amplifier. /his circuit may contain a variable attenuator to adjust input

levels, a differential amplifier,, a driver amplifier, an output-stage,

a service channel amplifier, a pilot oscillator, and other accessories.

The baseband amplifier usually determines the bandwidth of the system.

'The latest equipment to hit today's market is digrtal microwave systems.

Carriers in these trantmitters may be freqtiency modu.lated, full double

sideband, amplit6de modulatpd, Ohase modulited, quadrature-phase-shift

keyed, or several other methods.

Data input for many microwave systems are from multiplier equipment and

this subject will be covered in a tater R.S.A.

Study Questions:

I. How is the reflex klystron frequency modulated? t

2. What voltagé is varied in the microwave transistor Oscillator?

,

3. 'What bindwidths may be encountered in the baseband amplifier of a

microwave transmitter?

4. Name several methods of modulation used in modern microwave systems?

3 4
fa,
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Job: Experiments with Klystron Electronic Hysteresis .

Objective:

, The student will: (1) Observe electronic hysteresis in a klystron

and (2) prepare a chart showing the effect of electronic hysteresis

in the klystron.

Job Inforffiation:

A characteristic of the klystron that has not been discussed is electronic

hysteresis. This effect can be caused by the design of the tube, A e

phase of the radio frequency current, or multiple transit of electrons

across the cavity gap.

Electronic hysteresis is the difference encountered when the repeller

voltage is increasa to produce maximum power output at a given frequency,

and, after FATITTbis maximum value, the repeller voltage is decreased

to reach maximum power again on the same voltage mode noting that max

mums are reached at different repeller voltage. The frequency of the

carrier has also.changed due to this electronic tuning (see Fig. 1).

WATTS

REPELLER VOLTAGE

REPELLER VOLTAGE CONTROL
TURNED IN ONE DIRECTION

*411

*

REPELLER CONTROL
ADJUSTED IN OPPOSITE

DIRECTION

Fig. 1--Electronic Hysteresis Curve of a Klystron

Tube design'must be carefully considered and the load must be matched

propeily if this effect is to be hold to a minimum. The phase of

the radio-frequency current affects the rf voltage amplitude. The,

bunching process will naturally produce a small phase shift providA,
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,that the rf voltage is large and other shifts may bre noted in some types

of reflecting fields.

If tHe center of a mode is approached from the negative-repeller-voltage

side and oscillations are occurring with rf current leading rf voltage,

it v011 be6noted that as rf vcdtages increase due to the increase of

oscillations ana phase a'ngle (0) begins to approach zero. If the repeller

voltage is again increased, the tube will continue to oscillate even

though it has passed the point in which conditions first become favorable

for oscillations. Eventually, continuing to increase repeller voltage,.

the tube willjeaoh-points less favorable for oscillation and the output

will drop rapidly to zero. Turning the repeller voltage control in the.

direction produces_a situation just reverse from that described

abov. . In summary, the tube must be adjusted to near the center of a

voltage mode before it will begin to ostillate but once started it will

continue to oscillate at voltages somewhat away from the center of the\

mode.

Multiple transit of electrons is probably the most predominant of the

causes of electronic hysteresis. ,Multiple transit of electrons may

be explalned by realizing that all of the returning bunched electrons

are not collected by the cavity wall, cavity grid, accelerating grid,

etc. They pass on through the cavity and approach the cathode. With

their energy spent by this time they are returned through the cavity

again. This is the third 111E for these electrons (the first toward the

repeller,1 the second-37-UURTiS away from the repeller). The phase of

these third-transit electrons varies widely with very small voltage

changes on the repeller and adds discontinuities much in the manner of

ripple c9rrent in'a power supply.

If the Icad is,Tproperly matched, electronic hysteresis may also be

encountered The frequency may move suddenly from one value to another

due to iMp oper tuning, matching or coupling the transmission line to the

, cavity means of a coupling loop. On long runs of,transmission lines,

relative)y large values of standing waves on the line can cause this

same

If the student is to arrive at the same power and frequency using the

same voltage mode, the klystron repeller voltage must be adjusted from the

same direction of rotation of the control.,

Tools, Materials, and Equipment:

1. ilicrowave training kit (or microwale transmitter)

2. Hand tools

Procedure:

1. Set up equipment as in Fig. 2 (or if using a transmitter, consult

transmitter manual).

36
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Procedure: Continued"

MODULATOR
POWER
SUPPLY

KLYSTRON FLAP
ATTENUATOR

DETECTOR

it

WAVEMETER

/

CRCES GUIDE
COUPLING

TERMINATION

SWR
UNIT

SLOTTED
LINE

DETECTOR Era

SLIDE-
SCREW
TURNER

Fig. 2--Equipment Connection for Job 4

2. Adjust the iepeller.voltage to produce a stable oscillation and

maximum power output. Note power output.

3. Move the repeller voltage control t? the left carefully watchin

for thepoint that the p9wer drops to zero.

4. Move the-repeller control to the right until the same effect is

encountered,noting this reading.

5. Move the repeller control left again and record the repeller voltage

at several points during the adjustment. Be Careful not to rotate

the control to the poinet that output was zero,as noted in Step 3.

6. Rotate the repeller control to the right recording the repe ler

voltage at several points,as in Step 5.

7. Prepare a chart similar to Fig. 1 using the readi corded- n

Steps 5 and 6.

Job Questions:

1. Name three things that cari produce the effect called electronic

hysteresis.

2... Explain multiple transit electron effect.

3. Did power output reMain'the same at the same repeller voltage

when rotating the corttrol first Left ahd then right?
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RelatetStudy Assignment,No. 5; Microwave Transmission Lines

Objective:

Upon completion of this assignment,,the student will: (1) Know

how a waveguide transfers microwave eneegy from one place to another,

(2) know the theory of-the design of a waveguide, (3) identify

the different shapes of waveguides, and (4) pass a written examination

on waiieguides with a score of 75% or mare.

0
Introduction:

In previous studies of transmissiOn lines, twin line (side by side
conductors) and coaxial line§ have been the most popular method of
coupling a transmitter or receiver to an antenna. A brief review of

these lines would be in ordersbefore beginning-the study of waveguides.

A transmission line ii used to transfer energy from a-source to a load.
' These lines are necessary because surrounding objects may modify

radiation patterns and change the ability of an antenna to be an

effective radiator.

In the use of direct current, the main requirement of a transmission
Aine is to provide,a low resistance path from the source to the load.
At the commercial power frequency of 60 Hz, a ti-ansmission line from

the power station to the consumer has a small amount of reactance
when compared to its DC resistance. However, as frequency increases,

reactances increase. The operating wavelength also decreases as
frequency increases, meaning that current travels along a line a

.

shorter distance before it experiences a 1800 change in direction.
In compdrison, the wavelength of a 60 Hz signal is 3100 miles. At

-1. 1000 fiz the wavelength is 186 miles and at 960 MHz one cycle is completed

\.,.......1
in 12.3 inches. At higher miCrowave frequencies such. as 10,000 MHz

the wavelength is 3 centimeters or 1.18 inches. When a line is

physicallyas long or longer than one wavelength it becomes an rf line.

A transmission line has several constants and these may be lumped into

,an equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 1. The series resistance

/ represents the DC resistance of the line, the inductance depicts

0
the self,inductive action of the line, the capacitor shows the total

; capacity of the line. The shunt resistance indicates the leakage
,

. .of the line. These,four constants are found in any transmission line

carrying rf currents.
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Fig. 1--Transmission Line Equivalent Circuit

Since the resistance is uniformly distributed along the line (as is

the inductance and capacitance) it will be found that the line displays

a constant impedance at any point along the length of the line. In

a theoretical lossless line, if a DC voltage is applied to one end of the

line (Fig. 2) the capacity represented by CI will-attempt to charge

but thdPtharging current is opposed by the inductance LI. After a

certain length of time, CI will charge to near maximum and C2 will begin

to charge but is opposed by the inductance L2. This action-will continue

for a line of infinite length assuming no loss dissipated into the

resistance of the line (I2R loss). This produces a constant current

flow from the source toward the load end of the line. This may be com-

par d to the constani current circuit illustrated in Fig. 3. If a section

is emoved from any location along the line, it drsplays the same

charapteristics as the entire line.
_ ..,

L3 L4

t";;
CIT

C2:[

C C4

Fig. 2--Theoretical Lossless Line Showint L & C

(E) Re.
1

Flg. 3--Equivalent Circuit Showing Constant Current to a Load
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Since a constant current will flow on the line depending on thd applied

voltage, the impedance of the line may be found by Ohm's Law for AC )

circuits Z = Ell.' This impedance is known as the characteristic impe-

dance. If the inductance and capacity of the line is known, one can..

even predict how long it will take for-the current to travel the length

of the line. If the Load end of the line is connected to a resistive

load equal to the Characteristic ,impedance (Zo) of.the line, all the

energy sent down the line will be dissipated in the load.

One thing you will note in the previous discussion andthis is that the

energy has traveled along wire conductors. At frequenciet employed in

the microwave region a different type of.transmission linemis used..

This line is based upon the same principle studied in the R.S.A. on

microwave oscillators using an infinite number of quarter-wave hairpin

400ps with the loops connected in such a manner as to produce a hollow

pipe. This hollow pipe prop-agates energy by the movement of electro-

magnetic fields.
(

Twb wire line is-a poor line for transmitting electromagnetic fields

since it does not.restrict these fields in a direction perpendicular

to the plane of the conductors and this results in some loss through

radiation. This loss can be reduced by using coaxial cable but smile

losses still occur due to,skin effect. By removing the central conductor

and the dietectric*m6terial of a coaxial cable, a hollow pipe is lormed

and this pipe, if of tiie proper diameter, 4ill transfer energy with less

loss than the original coaxial cable. This type of line is called

a waveguide See the comparison of the cross section of coax and wave-

guides in Fig. 4. It must be noted here diat a waveguide does not

have to be'round but may be square, rectangular, or eliptical, the most

popular style being rectangular in cross section.

Coaxial Line Waveguide,

Comparison of Spacing

iR Coaxial Line.and Waveguide--

Fig. 4--Cross Sectional View of 2,0

Coaxial Line and a Round Waveguide

4 0
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1. Introduction: Continued

W eguides have several advantages and disatIvantages: At microwave

requencies the advantages outweigh the disadvantages. The advantages

are as follows:

ostfr

t'

1. A waveguide has a large inner surface area which reduces skin effect.
This large surface gives the energy a.lower resistance path to
travel and reduces copper losses (12R loss).

2. Losses due to heat buildup in the insulating material is greater

in two conductor,or, coaxial than in a waveguide. (Remember, a ,

' wavegulde has only air as a dielectric.) Insulation losses in wave-

guldes are, therefore, negligrble.
3. Waveguides are more rugged than two-wire or coaxial line because

of-their physical construction. Theie guides are usually of fairly ,

heavy, rigid metallic pipe as compared to the solid (or stranded)
wire con'ductors of two-wire line or the flexible braided outer
conductor and wire center conductor of coaxial cable.

4. Waveguidek are, as a general rule, easier and simpler to construct
since they contain-no center conductor or insulating material.

5. Radiation losses are minimized since the magnetic fields are entirely
contained within the hollow metallic structure.

6. A waveguide will handle more power than a coaxial line of equal

size. eswer-handling capabilities may be calculated using the
formula/P = E2/20 where P = the power in watts, E is the voltage
applied to the line, and Zo is the characteristic impedance of tke

line. Referring back to Fig. 4, it can be seen that the spacing
between the center conduceor and the shield of a coaxial cable is
about one-half that of the conducting surfaces of an equivalent

size waveguide. This means that the breakdown voltage of a waveguide
is somewhat larger than that of a coax.

Waveguides do have some disadvantages. Recall the calculations of
wavelengths of the different frequencies in the earlier portion of this

R.S.A. Since a waveguide is constructed of an infinite number,of quarter-
wave ha'rpin loops joined together at their open ends (Fig. 5), it is

apparent that the physical size must belimited to frequencies that

. have very short wavelengths. In comparison, 60 Hz would require a
waveguide of rectangular measurements of 755 miles in width and 1550

'miles in height. The dimensions of a 3 cm (10,000 MHz) microwave

line would be slightly larger than 4 x inch.

The second disadvan,tage of waveguides is also related to wavelength

and dimensions. If the cross section myst be4 wavelength by 4 wavelength
for propagation to occur, there is some frequency at which point the
wavelength dimension is exceeded and this frequency and all other longer

wavelengths cannot be transmitted down the line. Coaxial cable, other

than losses atready mentioned, is not suWect.to.this.limitativ.
There also is a practical upper limit that the waveguide can dccommo-

date (such as a large dimension approaching 1 wavelength).
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Fig. 5
Development,of Waveguide by
Adding Quarter-wave sections
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4
The low frequency limit is referred to as the cutoff fsiequency and

.may be calculated using the formula:
20

.

FREQUENtY (cutoff) =4(m2) + (na/b)2.

where: a equals the dimension in attached figure

b equals the dimension in attached figure

m equals the first subscript of the mode

n equals the second subscript of the mode

/

Wide Dimension

Narrow Dimension

Example: 3 cm wavelength (10,000 MHz), TEI, o mode

a = 1.5 cm /
b = .75 clyi

m = 1

n = 0

2a 2x1.5

F(cutoff) = V(1n2) + (na/b)2 /(12) x

75. =

3 3

,A/1 + 0 T: = 3 cm

For this reaion, waveguilles are usually made to a wide,dimension of

tir

about .7..wavelengths and a arrow dimension of from .2 to .5 wavelengths.

As was pointed out earl r, movement of energy within,a waveguide

is accomplished through the use of electromagnetic fields. Current

and voltage in the waveguide are used to form these fields. Two

.fields are.located in the gurdes. The technician shouldsbecome ac-

Oainted with each one and the location or position occupied by'each

field. %

The first field that is always present in a wavegilide carry1n9 energy

is the magnetic field. This field is generated by the movemdnt of electrons3

in the conducting material. If a line of force is present and is in

the,form of a closed loop a small electromagnetic field is set up and'
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by combining many of these single lines a stronger magnetic field.

is formed. This field is called an H field and is made up of H lines.

The strength_ of the field depends on the current and the direction 2,

may be detennined by using the left-hand,rule.

The magnetic 'field around a single conductor is pictured in Fig 6a.

If the conductor is formed into a coil, the fields around the turns

tend to,cancel but external. bf the coil the closed loop is formed

producing the magnetic.field as in Fig. 6b. Currents and the H field

are shown in c and d of the figure. A waveguide three half waverclengths

long showing the magnetic field from three views is illustrated in Fig. 7.

and, as you can see, the field is strongest near tile edge of the wave-

guide. Notice the arryds indicating the direction of the field.

They are reversed every half wavelength.
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One other thing that is necessary for energy to travel down a waveguide

is that no component of the magnetic field can be perpendicular to the

field at the surface of the waveguide. You can see that the H tines

are parallel to the surface in Fig. 7.,

4
° The other field found in the waveguicte is the electric or E field.

*This is an electrostatic field like the one found in a charged capacitor

lir
(Fig. 8a). 0The number of arrows, pointing froth positive to negative,
indicates the strength of the E field. In a waveguide this strength

varies alortg the length of the ine gccording to the current on the line

.(Fig. 8b). Each line of stress is called an E line. The addition of

half-wave frames givcs a view of the f field in three dimensions showing
points of maximum and minimum voltage along the line (Fig. 9). 4

CONDENSER
PLATE

ELECTRO
siArn LIA/Es oF

FORCE

. s7'4Nobver
si WAVE TWO WIRE LINE

%

SEVER Aro'?

9

SHORT CIRCUIT

Fig. 8--Electric Field-between Condenser Plates and
a Full-Wave Section of Two-wire Line

GENERATOR
0111151i1

HA LF WAVE LINk'S 14
FRAMES4 TWO HIRE LINE

HAL F WAVE PRA ME
REMOVED FROM
MAIN LINE

0

SHORT CIRCUIT

Fig. 9--Magnitude of Fields on Half-wave Frames .

Vary with Strength of, Field on Main Line
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A cross sectional view is presented in Fig. 10. The E field must be
at zero at the top and bottom of the waveguide and at other places

must be perpendicuilar to the walls. This satisfies the conditron thqt
no electric field may exist tangent to the walls of the guide.

x/2
.

.. . . .
,44 . . .... .

............ ............. . . .
X

A

1, p.

TOP VIEW

Fig. 10---E Field in Actual -Waveguide-

The two fields just discussed must exist at the same time in order for -

propagation of energy to occur. Each field is interdependent on the

other, that is, an H field produces a current that causes a voltage

difference.. This rltage produces an E field that causes a current that

results in an H field. Radio frequencies are thus tralismitted down

the waveguide. Figure 11 shows both fields in a waveguide as they

exist simultaneously.

When such a field exists, it is referred to as a mode of operation.

The-field that is easiest to produce in a waveguarrs called the domi.r.

nant mode. Other modes are possible and some of these are pictured in,

Fig. 12.
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The energy moving through a waveguide is in the same form of electromag-

netic radiation as that radiated from an antenna. However, the boundary

conditions listed previously must be satisfied, that is, E lines cannot

be tangent to the wail surface and no component of the magnetic field

may be perpendicular to the wall. Referring to Fig. 13 a & b, it can

be seen that both these conditions would be present if the pattern was

exactly as a radiated signal from an antenna. Under the conditions

pictured the E field will be shorted out and the H field cannot exist

because it is not a closed loop.

.4

X/2

4.- WES

SmallPorfionofFieldRadiated
tnto Space by an Antenna

FLg. 13a

Fields in a waveguide Must Satisfy
Boundary Conditions to be Radiated

Fig. 13 b
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Some method is needed to introduce a signal into a waveguide and produce

a radiation pattern that will travel the length of the guide. If a

probe or antenna is placed within the waveguIde and fed with a radio

frequency current, (in the proper microwave region), alternating half-
cycles radiate into the hollow waveguide in much the same manner as\,,
ripples on a pond that expand from the,point where a pebble entered the
water or the omnidirectional radiaticial4pittern of a one-quarter wave
vertical antenna when plotted from diOctly above the antenna. Some

portions of these signals encounter the waveguide walls (Fig. 14) and

some travel straight down the guide and are attenuated due to the con-

ditions shown in Fig. 13b. The other signals, upon reaching the guide
wall, are short-circuited and reflected 1800 from their original phase

as in Fig. 15. The two positive signals (solielines) aild, causing
maximum voltage to appear at the center of the waveguide N4ikewise,

the-negative-s-i-gna I s add and-where-the-negat-i-ve-and-pasItive:slignals

encounter each other at the walls they canc61, meeting conditions nez-

essary for an E field to exist.

,
,

,

i \
.,

.
,
,

;ANTENNA .--1.4,
11

1

/
/

Fig. V4--How Radiation Fields are Made 1

to Fit a Hollow Pipe

Fig. 15--Paths of Wavefronts in,Waveguide

. 19
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The angle at which the wave crosses the guide is related to the wave-
length and the cross sectional dimension of the waveguide. Some ,of thes

angles are depicted in.Fig. 16. As the frequency gets'lower, the angle
of incidence increases until 900 is reached, at which time the signal
bounces back and forth across the guide until the energy is lost as
heat in the resistance of the walls. The waveguide at this point is ,

onehalf wavelength and the,cutoff frequency has been rtached.

A
MGM HMI:it/DKr

MEDIUM FREQUENCY

LOW FREQUENCY

Fig. 16--Angle at which-Fields Cross
Waveguide Varies with Frequency

, In the study of transmission lines used for two-way'communications,
it was found that rf energy travels through a transmission line at
a speed slower than the speed of light. This is due to resistance,

insulation, etc. A signal traveling through a waveguide also travels
slower than the speed of light but not necessarily due to the same
reasons.

The axial velocity of a group of waves is called the group velocity.
The relationship.of the group velocity to diagonat velocity causes
an unusual phenomenon. The velocity of propagation appears to be greater

titan the speed of light. As seen in Fig. 17, a wavefront (one of the

waves in a guide) will move from point 1 to point 2 or a distance L

at the speed of light (VL). Due to this diagonal movement (indicated
by the large arrow) during this time the wavefront has moved down the
guide only the distance G, which is a lower velocity. This is the

5o
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group velocity (Vg). If an instrument is used to detect the positions
at the wall, the two positions will be apart by the distance P. This

di,stance is greater than both L or G. The movement of the contact point
between wave and the wall is at a greater velocity than the movement

at L or G. Since the phase of the rf has changed over the distance P,
thrs velocity is called the phase velocity (Vp). +The mathematical re-
lationship between the three velocities is stated by the equation

VI = VpVg where VI equals the velocity of light (300,000,000 meters
per second), Vp equals the phase velocity, and Vg equals the group

velocily.

WALL

Fig. 17--Relation of Phase, Group,
and Wavefront Velocity

c.

This equation indicates that it is possible for the phase velocity to

be greater than the speed of light. As the frequency decreases, the angle

of crossing is more of a right angle. In this condition the phase

velocity increa'ses. For measuring standing waves in a waveguide, it
is.the phase velocity which determines the distance between voltage

maximum and minimum. For this reason, the wavelength measured in the
guide will actdally be greater than the wavelength in free space.
From a practical standpoint, the different velocities are related in the

following manner: If the rf frequency being propagated is sine wave

modulated, the modulation envelope will move forward through the wave-
guide at the group velocity, while the individual cycles of rf energy
will move forward through the modulation envelope at the phase velocity.

If the modulation is a square wave it will travel] at the group velocity

while the rf waveshape will move forward within the envelope. Since

the standing wave measuring equipment is affected by each rf cycle,
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the wavelength will be governed by the rapid movement'of the'changes

in rf voltage. Since the intelligence Is conveyed by the modulation,

the_transfer of intelligence through the waveggide will be slower than

the speed of light, as is the=case in other rf lines.

Because of the way the fields are assumed (to move across the waveguide,

it is possible to establish a number-of trigonometric relationships between

certain factors. As shown in Fig. 18, the angle that the wavefront

makes withAhe wall (0) is related to the wavelength and dimension

of the guide and is equal to cos 0 = V2B where 1-1..is the wayelength

in free space of the signal in the guide, and B is the inside wide

dimension of the guide. The group velocity (Vg) is related-to the ve-

locity of light (V1) as seen in the formula

= sin 0 =

VI

1-
(2B )

2

It is also possible to measure the wavelength in the guide ( x g), the

wavelength in space is equal to x g = 1 = 1.

1

x

(--nrx

and further x = 2B g
vxg2 + 4B2.

Fig. 18--Trigonometri
between Factor

Relations Exist

Indicated

Since a waveguide maroperate at ny one of several modes, some system

is needed to identify, each of the e modes. A numbering system has been

devised to aid the technician in IdentIfyIng the dominant mode of the

waveguide. (This mode.was defI.necè earlier as the normal configuration

\'

of the electromagnetic field in a ectangular waveguide.) Any field
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configuration may be Jdentified as a transverse electric or a transverse

magnetic-mode. These fields are usually designated as the TE or TM

modes.

Remember, in the Trmode (sometimes called an H mode) all of the electric

field.iis perpendicular to the length of the guide and no E lines are

parallel to the direction of travel of the wave. In the TM mode,

(sometimes.called an E mode) the magnetic field is perpendicular to the

length of the guide and no H line is parallel to the direction of pro-

pagation. In free space qn a coaxial cable, both fields are perpen-

dicular to the direction of propagation and are said to be in the TEM

mode. A waveguide cannot contain the TEM mode.

To further identify the modes a patterns, numbers are placed after the

letter designations. In a rectpngular guide, the first small number,

foliowing-theletters- hdicateNow many half-wave patterns of trans-

verse lines exist along the short dimension of the guide through the

.center of.the cross section. The second small number is for the number

' of tra verse half-wave patterns that exist along the long dimension

of guide through the center of the cross section. The numbering

different for round waveguides, the first subscript indicating the

number oT fuLl waves of the transverse field encountered around the cir-

cumference of the guide. The secohd number indicates the number of the

,
half-wave patterns that exist across the diameter.

In Fig. 19 a TE mode is pictured in the rectangular guide (the electric

lines are perpendicular tO the direction of movement). Note that the

intensity change is zero in the direction across the narrow dimension

of the guide parallel to the E line and thus the first subscript is 0.

Across the guide along the wide dimension, the E field varies from zero

at the top tq maxibum at the center to zero at the bottom. This In-

diCates a half-wave condition and the second subscript is 1. Thus the

mode Illustrated in the rectangular guide TE 0,-1.

04.44

kho

I. .014/ M,5t.4.46

A

/gab.mamamo

loworwaswe
1411Or

Rs.

Fig. 19--How to Count Wavelengths for Numbering Modes
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In the round guide, the E field is transverse on a TE mode., Starting

at the top of the figure and moving clockwise, the field goes from zero

through maximum positive On the left to Zero-at the.bottom and through

maximum negative on the left to zero on the top again. 'This isiyne full

wave and corresponds to,the first subscript of 1. Going through the

diameter starting at the top of the wall the field goes from zero to

maximum in the center to zero at the bottom indicating one-half wave

or the second subscript, 1. This mode then-is TEI,1. Some other patterns'

are possible and are shown in Fig. 12.

The previous discussion has covered what a waveguide is and modes of

operation. In the next R.S.A. some waveguide devices will be the topic

for study.

References:

1. -Roberti.. Shrader, ELECTRbNIC COMMUNICATIONS, 3rd Ed., Gregg/McGraw-

Hill Book Co: Read pages 638--640.

2. George Kennedy, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS,2nd Ed. , Gregg/

McGraw-Hill Book Co. Read pages 337-384.

Study Questions:

1. Name 'four waveguide shapes.

2. Name six advantages of waveguides.

3. List two disadvantages of waveguides.

4. What are the fields that are present in a wavegui0e when a radio

frequency current flows?

Define "dominant mode."

6. What is a TE mode?

0
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Job: fii&owave Frequency MeaSurements

Objective.

e -The student will: (1) Measure the frequency of a microwave oscillator,

(2) become familiar with the different methods used to measure micro-
wave frequencies and the devices that are used to make these measure-

ments, and (3) determine the wavelength of a micrathave frequency in

both inches anecentimeters.

Job Information:

0 There are several methods that are used to measure the frequency of

a microwave oscillator. Four of these methods will be covered in=this
discussion and three experiments will be included here;

The first method is probably the fastest, simpleSt, and'mosi used today.
This method uses a digital'electronic frequency counter and consists
of simply connecting the counter to sane convenient Point to pick up
a sample of the oscillator frequency or the output frequency and then
read the display. Of course, the coumter must have the capabilities
td read accurately in the microwave region to be measured.

The second method of measurement is still very popular, particularly-

in older equipment. This method uses a wavemeter with a calibrated
dial that reads directly, or in some instances, may have a chart .to
convert a dial reading (such as a micrometer dial) to the proper fre-

quency. This device has a resonant cavity that absorbs energy from
the transmission line when it Ts tuna, to carrier frequency. Some type

of visual indicator is generally employed to let the technician know
when the wavemeter is properly tuhed. This may be a milliammeter and
1.11iF diode detector attached to the.cavity of the wavemeter or the crys-

tal current meter on the transmitter. In either case, the wavemeter

is tuned to resonance and the indicator current will dip indicating
that the cavity is absorbing power from the circuit and decreasing the
output power.by some amount.

The third'method is the measurement of the free-space wavelghgth

utilizrng a fixed probe,in the waveguide, a horn'antenna, and some
type of,device to reflect the transmitted signal back Into the horn and

thus back'into the waveguide. A reference distance betWeen the horn
arid the reflector lis noted and the reflector-is moved closer to or farther:'

away from the horn. As the reflector is moved, an indicator will.pro-
vide information relative to peaks enenulls. The distance the reflector

is moved between nulls is a half wavelength of the signal in free _-

space.
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1. Microwave trainer or transmitter-
2. Hand tools

JOB.
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The fourth method is the measurement of the_guide wavelength utilizing
a probe, a slotted waveguide section, an isolatiOn device, and a
metal plate attached to the end of tile transmission line to cause a
large standing wave in the waveguide. The probe is moved along the
slotted line and an Indicator shows peaks and nulls similar to the pre-

ceding method. Guide wavelength is measured by reading the,distance
between nulls (orrhalf wavelength) and then converted to the carrier
frequency using tht formula:

F =C V1+ Xc
>,g )2

X c

where C equals the speed of light in centimeters (30,000,000,000 cm/sec)
%

or 3 x 10" cm/sec.
g equals the guide wavelength
c equals two times the laege dimension of the waveguide

Example:

F = 3 x 1010 V 1 +I 4 = 10,500 MHz
T7613

f

where Xc = 4 cm ,

=>vg1.08cm

By performing the following experiments the student will become familiar
with the three methods described above.

Tools, Materials, and Equipment:

References:

1. MicrowaVe transmitter manual (if you are usinb a transmitter
rather than a trainer)..

Proce ure:

Wavetheter Measurements

1. Set up trainer as in Fig. 1. 11 you use a transmitter, it should
be equipped with a resonant cavity wavemeter.

G
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MODULATOR POWER
SUPPLY

KLYSTRON

JOB, 5
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FLAP
ATTENUATOR

CROSS
GUIDE
COUPLER.

WAVEMETER

TERMINATION

SLOTTED
LINE

coax

cable

DETECTOR

STANDING
WAVE
UNIT

Fig. 1--Equipment Connections to Measure Frequency

2. Connect a cable from the slotted line to the standing wave unit

as shown in Fig. 1. (Disregard if using a transmitter.)

3. Tune the klystron until it oscillates in a stable mode.

I. Detach the cable from the slotted line and conneot it to the crystal

detector. (Disregard if using a transmitter.)

5. Adjust the standing wave Unit to maintain a meter reading'of

less than full scale.

6. Turn the wavemeter tuning control. (or micrometer dial) until a

dip is noted on the standing wave unit meter (or the crystal current

meter of the transmitter).
NOTE: The dip'may be difficult to loca e if the klystron is

delivel-ing a relatively large amount of power to the waveguide

setup. Try decreasing the power by inserting the flap attenuator

into the waveguide and then check for a dip. It is also possible

that other modes may produce a slight dip. Look for the largest

dip on the meter.

7. Approach the dip from below and above frequency car.efully, noting

the point of maximum dip.

8. Comvert the micrometer'reading to frequency using the chart supplied

with the wavemeter, or in case of a direct reading wavemeter,

read the frequency indicated..

NOTE: Students using a"transmitter may not be a0e to do the

following measurements: Consult your instructor.
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I. Connect a waveguidq horn to the slotted line using the same equ

ment setup as in rr§. 1.

2. Attach the probe in the slotted line in such a manner as.to make

it stationary.

3. Position a parabolic reflector about 18 inches directly in front

of the horn antenna so as to reflect the microwaves back into the

horn.
4 Move the parabola in one direction or the other to produce a

maximum meter reading on the standing wave unit. Mark this positiqn

as a reference.
5. Reposition/the parabola closer to the horn slowly until the next

makimum reading occurs. Mark this position for identification.

6. Move the parabola closer to the horn again noting ;lib maximums

as the dish approaches the horn. Erroneous readinglimatbe obtained

if the dish etets closer than about 10 inches from tiqe antenna.

7. Measure the distances between the marks that were made at the

maximums. The distance between any two adjacent marks is equal

to one-half wavelength in free space.

8. Calculate the frequency using the formulas:

1) ,t = 30 000
cm

2) F = 11c810
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Job: Microwave Power Measurements

Objective:

The student will measure the relative power output of the microwave

signal.

Job Information:

Most microwave systems incorporate the necessary capabilities to

measure the relative or.absolute power output of the microwave signal.

Instruction books usually provide a step-by-step procedure to measure

the power. In this Job the measurement of relative power output of

a microwave trainer will be undertaken or if the classroom has'an oper-
ating microwave transmitter, the student, with the instructor's per-
mission, may measure the power output of the transmitter.

The standing wave unit in the training kit will read the relative

power output of the klystron. The meter is calibrated for both vswr

and power output in dB. DB reading can be calculated using the for-

mula dB 20 log vswr.

Tools, Materials, and EquiFment:

1. Mi6rowave training kit

2. hind tools
3. Standard decibel fable

References:

I. Transmitter manual (if you use a transmitter rather than a trainer).

Procedure:

1. Connect trainer components as shown iiiFig. 1.

MOILATOR'
POWER

SUPPLY
KLYSTRON

FLAP
ATTENUATOR

--"r

SLOTTED

UNE

1

qTANDING
WAVE
UNIT

ANTENIA

t

PARABOLA

2-rt/

59

Fig. 1--Equipment Setup
for Power Measurements
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2. Tune the klystron for power outpdt on a stable mode.

3. Remove the parabolic reflector from location in front of the

antenna.
4. Slide the probe on the slotted line back and forth along the line

until the meter on the standing wave unit indicates a maximum.

5. Set the gain.control until the meter reads full scale.

6. Slide .the probe back and forth along the slotted ling until the

meter indicates a minimum. The meter should remain on scale andl

indicate a vswr betwgen 1:1 and 3:1. Record the reading. (Re-

cord also the dB.)
7. Place the parabola in front of the antenna at a distance of about

3 inches.
8. Slide the probe along the line until a maximum is indicated.

9. Adjust the gain for a reading of 1 on the vswr scale.

10. Move the probe, notirig it moves off scale to the left. 4
11. Turn the range switch to make the meter again read on scale.

(X 10 scale)

12. Slide the probe along theline until a minimum is reached.

13. Record this reading, remembering that by changing the range switch
the scalehas changed by a multiplier of 10. (Example: If the'

reading in Step 6 was vswr = 2, and now the meter still reads
2 after moving the range switch, the vswr,= 2 + 10 or viwr = 12.)

14. Note the reading taken in Step 4 when read on the "dB" scale.

Record this reading.
15. Compare the readings on the "dB" scale that were made in Steps

6 and 13.

16. Calculate the relative Koder level of one reading over the other

reading. (Use the formula provided in the information section

of this job.)
17. Consult a standard decibel table for the relative gain or loss

for your measurements.

18. Mpve the flap attenuator to several different positions and note the

dhanges in power.

Job (idstions:

1. Does the vswr change in the line as the power is increaged or

decreased?

2. An increase in.voltage of 3 dB corresponds to a power, increase
d * of how many times?

3. An increase in Power of 3 dB corresponds to a gain of had many times?'

4. A vswr of 5 dB corresponds to a standing wave ratio of

60
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Related tudy.Assignment No. 6: Transmission Lines

albjective:

Upon completion of this assignment, the s'tudent will: (1) Know some

devices used with waveguides for matching impedances, for terminations,

and for making measurements, (2) know how waveguide secfions are phys-

ically coupled for mihimum loss, and (3) pass a written examination

with a score of at leat 75%.

Introduction:

in this R.S.A. the.student will learn about some waveguide devices,

how waveguides and these devices are physically connected togeOer for

minimum loss, how energy is inserted into or removed from a waveguide,

how impedances are matched, and how attenuation affects the signal

as it travels along insrde the waveguide.

The text has several illustrations of various devices usedv4ith wave-

guides. These devices serve different purposes such as impedance matching,

tuning, or coupling. Some variations of these are shown in Figs. 1 apd 2.

A GRADUAL &DVS

SHARP SENDS

A.7../I/VA.79141.7,

74104**Iiiift

c DIME SECTION CAN RE, RENT OR TWTSTED IN ANY DIRECTION

4
A

Ftg. 1.4rTypes of Bends

GL
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Fig. 2--Reactive Plates in Waveguide

Several methods are used to excite a waveguide, that is, rf energy

must be put into or taken from a waveguide if it is to be used as a

transmission line. Since a waveguide is in reality a single conductor

device instead of the conventional line with two conductors, some different

methods of excitation must be used to transmit or receive signals. Three

such methods will be discussed.

The first method useselectric'fields to excite the waveguide. If a

small probe is inserted at the propgt location in the guide, particularly

one-quarter wavelength Irom the shaied end of the guide (or high impe-

dance point) and in the center of the guide parallel to the narrow di-

mension, an electrostatic field is set up when the probe is connected

to an tf source. This in turn sets up the electric field to excite the

guide. Impedance matching, when using this method, is accomplished by

varying the distance from the shorted end to the probe and also by

varying the length of the probe. The amount of excitation may be controlled

by reducing or lengthening the probe, moving it from the center of the

E field, or by shielding it. This method is shown in Fig. 3.

The second method uses a magnetic field to excite the waveguide and uses

a loop inserted into the guide as indicated in Fig. 4. This loop may

be 'located at any one of several places as shown at C in the figure.

An H field is set up using the-loop,thus transferring energy to orG

from the.guide.

C2
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IWOE DIAMETER PROSE

MW MMER

lipr LARGE DLAMETER

SMALL DIAPAETER

HIGH POWER

'ROAD 'RAND PROMS

Fig. 3Exciting the Waveguide with Electric Field

LOOP

W.AVEGUOR

POSSIBLE LOCADON
FOR 100P

- - - /
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Fig. 4Excitation with Magnetic Fields
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The third method of exciting a waveguide is the use of electromagnetic

waves, Fig. 5. If a guide is left open, reflections are set up due to

fields being built up around the end of the guide. If a funnel-shaped

or horn antenna is attached to the-guide, these reflections are eliminated

or minimized since the funnel shal acts as an impedance matchingo

device. This matches the impedance of the guide to the impedance of

space. One might compare the gradual slope of the horn to that of a

two-wire line that is delta-matched to a half wave dipole antenna.

A REFtECTIONS OCCUR FROM AN ORDINARY OPEN END
DUE 70 THE WAY FIELDS EXPAND AROUND OPENING.

FLAMNG OPEN END WITH OPTIMUM PROPORTIONS,
REFLECTIONS ARE ELIMINATED.

C EXCITATION THROUGH APERTURE

D FIELDS LEAK THROUGH APERTLIE.

ExcitationwithElectivmagneticfiekh

Fig. 5

C4
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One other special method shown in the figure is the use of a small

aperture and is employed when very loose coupling is desired.

In many instances it is impossible toArun the waveguide in a straight line

from the transmitter or receiver to the antenna. Since waveguides are

usually rigid some method is necessary to change direction of the line.

To keep from introducing a discontinuity that will cause reflections, these

changes must be gradual. The radius of bend .N.Ist have a radius greater

than two wavelengths to keep reflections to a minimum.

A bend can be made in either the narrow or the wide dimension without

changin§ the mode of operation. The bend is usually made using two

45 degree bends located one-quarter wave apart to reduce reflections.

The combination of the direct reflection at one bend and the inverse

reflection from the other bend will cancel leaving the fields as if no

reflection had occurred.

Sometimes the use of a flexible section of waveguide is necessary such

as an installation where a rigid mount is impossible. These are manufac-

tured much like a miled spring with a rectangular cross section with the

internal dimensions conforming to the size of the rigid guide and are

covered with a thick rubber coating to protect, weatherproof, and seal

the guide' whileallowing flexibility.

On occasions it may be necessary to rotate the electromagnetic fields

to align the guides for matching the narrow and wide dimensions. A'

twisted section of waveguide (or sometimes a flexible section) is used

for this purpose. The twist, like the bend, must be gradual, usually

extending over two wavelengths to minimize reflections. A taisted section

is shown in Fig. 6.

Twisted Section of Wcweguide Rotates
the Field with Minimum Reflections

Fig. 6

It has been discovered that in joining two sections of waveguides together,

even though the guide sections are the same size and shape with-the sec-

tions tightly fitted together, the joint will "leak" radio frequency

energy. A solution to this problem is the choke joint. Figure 7 shows

the construction of this device wi,th one section having a flat flange

and the other equipped with a slotted flange. Note the dimensions given

, 65,
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for the spacing and depth of the slot. From the wall of the guide tozthe

slot is one-quarter wavelength and from there to the bottom of the slot

is one-quarter wavelength (or a total of one-half wavelength) thus

producing a short. Refer to the simplified drawing in Fig.. This device

is so effective that the sections can be physically separated by approxi-

mately 1/10 wavelength without appreciable loss at the joint. By com-

parison, a choke joint will have a loss of about .03 dB and 'a well-machined,

unsoldered permanent joint (designed and installed at the factory) may

have a loss of .05 dB. A rubber seal is usually placed in the joint

so that the line will be made airtight and a dry gas or dry air may be

used to pressurize the line for the elimination of moisture buildup

in the line.

Choke Joints Keeps RF Fields Inside Waveguide.

Fig. 7
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A--Impedances of a Quarter-wave

Shorted Section

HIGH LOW . HIGH

A/4

B--Impedances of a 3/4 Wave

Shorted Section

HIGH LOW .

Z

AA X/4

C--Impedances of Half-wave

' Shorted Section

0
OHMS

R.S.A. 6
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HIGH

x/4

0
OHMS

E--Half-wave'Section Shorted

at Both Ends

F--Simplified Drawing of

Choke Joint

50

OHMS

1
50
OHMS

50
OHMS

7/2 24- k
D--Terminated Full-wave Setion Showing

how Impedance Repeats Itself EaCh

Half-wave Length

G--Equivalent Circuit
(compare with "C" at left)

Fig. 8--Impedances of Waveguide Sections

FYI: (Z = Impedance) & A = WaveLength 67
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introduction: Continued ' '

,

A special joint, called a rotating joint, is shown in Fig. 9 and is

used where a movable antenna is necessary. This would primarily apply

to radar systems and thesesystems are beyond the scope of this lesson.
IN
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T M..I MOOR RI CIRCULAR WAVEGUID1

CHOKE JOINT

ROMMIG

Rotating Joint and TA); Mode in Circular Waveguide

,

Fig. 9

I

,

Sometimes it is desirable to attach one waveguide on to,the side of another

waveguide. Several methods of attaching these.together are shown in Fig 10.

Notice the configuration for the H type at the top and,the E type at

the bottom of the figure.

The technician is already familiar with the fact that transmission lines

must be terminated into a load equar to their characteristic impedance

to eliminate reflections and the waveguide is no exception. There is'

no easy WY to define the characteristic impedance of a waveguide Since

it is really a single conductor. The impedance (Zo) is approximately

equal to the ratio of the strengt.h of the electric field to the strength of

the magnetic field for the energy traveling in one direction. This is t .

comparable to the voltage to current ratio (E:1) in a coaxial line with/

no standing wavei, .

A circular waveguide at its lowest impedance will be about 350 phms.

A rectangular guide may be any value. The impedance will depend on the,

dimensions of the guide and the frequency of the signal: it is directly

proportional to the narrow dimension when the wide dimension and the .

frequency are fixed. The Zo may vary from around zero to 475 ohms but

is normally.designed to be about 50 ohms.

es
.

,

a
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A

TWO WIRE LINE

1-Tyll
1./UNCTION

FOR THE TE.,. MOW

a.1

T..hinctions

Fig. IC

Several methods are 'used to terminate a waveguide since .the guide is not

easily terminated-with a composition resistior at* other lines are. 'One
method it to fill.the end of the waveguide with graphitad sand and fields

entering- the tend are dissipated at heat. A high resistance rod placed
in the center of the E field willIdissipate heat (12R loss) due to. the.

...E. field (voltage) causing a cLkrrent to flow in-the rod. A wedge placed

'perpendiculaii to the mag etic T`ises of force will cut the H lines.
This produces eUrrerit fl 'the wedge; being made of a higil resistance

material.; will 'dissipate heat.

69
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Sometimes reflections are desirable and one way to produce these re-
flectiont is to put a permanent plate on the end of the guide. A
removable plate may also be used if the contact between the plate and

Ihe guide Is, very good. If the contact is poor, the H field will be

attenuated. If the plate is placed at a point one-quarter wave from
the end of the guide, (a cup is usually use4 good contact is not re-.

quired. The reflected field from the quarte/r-wave cup cancels the inci-
dent field and reflections are at a minimum (see Figs. 11 and 12).

WAVEGUICE A GRAFWTEO SAND

NEItGY

WAVEGUCE' ustsfivE Roo

Pig. 11--Termination for
Minimum Reflections

AClUAL SHORT HERE

VIRI1JAL SHORT HERE

THUAUI SOIW

HALF WAVE
CHANNEL

C ADJUSTAIRE PLUNGElt
e-s

Fig. 12--Termination for
Maximum Reflections

In summary, waveguides are probably the best type of microwave trans-

Tission line. They operate wWdifferent propagation characteristics
than do .other types.of transmission lines. A thorough understanding
of waveguides and the associated equipment used with them is both

necessary and desirable.

41.
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1. Robert L. Shrader, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS, 3rd Ed., Gregg/McGraw-

Hill Book Co, Read pages 638-643.

2. George Kennedy, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, 2nd Ed., Gregg/

McGraw-Hill Book Co. Readliges 337-384

Study Questions:

)1,

1. How are fields introduced into a waveguide?

2. What happens to the fields in a waveguide after they pass.through

a twist?

3: De-Scribe the action of a waveguide signal as it encounters a

90 degree bend (as to reflections).

4. What is a choke joint?

I.

5. List two ways of Wminating a vaveguide to minimize reflections.
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Job: vswr Measurements

Objective:

The student will measui'e the standing wave ratio of the microwave

system.

Job Information:

The technician probably is already well versed in what standing waves

are, what causes them, and mehods'to reduce or eliminate them.

In this lesson, only procedures applicable to microwave measurements

will be discussed.

Waveguides, being transmission lines, must be terminated with a load

equal to the characteristic Impedance (Zo) of the waveguide. Reflected

power is undesirable at any frequency and at microwave frequencies"

could be...important because of the low power levels usually employed

in microfWave transmitters.

The vswr is related to the reflectiOn gtoefficient of the microwave'

transmission and associated components. The reflection coefficnt

may be calculated using the forrmija /

rc = Zl - Zo or rc = V reflected

71-7.-27 V incident

where rc = reflection coefficient, Zl = load impedance, Zo = charac-

teristic impedance of the transmission line, and V = voltage. The

standing wave ratio (p) may be calculated using the formula

p = V max Or p = 1 + r

r7r1 n 1777
where V max is the standing Wave peak voltage and'V min is the mini-

mum voltage.

The forward or incident power then is equal io

Power forward (in %) = 11 - (P.- 11 x.100
kr-7717

andthe power reflected is

Pmer reflected (in %) =CP - 1\ 2 x 100
--77 /

72
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In the procedure to follow, the technician will- discover that vswr

is measured using a method that is different from the conventional

bridg4sed in two way communications.

Tools, Material, and Equipment:

1. Microwave training kit or transmitter equfpped with vswr measuring

equipment
2. Hand tools

References:

11 Robert L. Shrader, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS, 3rd Ed.,,Gregg/

McGraw-Hill Book Co. Pages 640--642.

Procedure:

1. Connect the equipment as depicted in Fig. 1. The.box ma ked

"X" will, be designated s-..the particular device that will be

tested. Tune up klystron. (At box "X" an open-ended waveguide

will be tested so leave the slotted line open for the first

measurements.)

DETECTOR

WAVEME TER

OUL ATOR
POWER

SUPPLY
KLYSTON

FLAP
ATTEN UATOFC.-

CROSS

GUIDE
COUPL

SLDTTED
uNg

COAX

BOX X.
ER

STANDING

WAVE

UNIT
TEIIMIN'ATION

. Apr
I.

-.., Fig. 11-7etui3 for Measuring vswr

2. Stide-the probe along fhe slotted line yntil a maximum is indicated

on the:standing wave unit.

3. Record the probe position after the gaih controls are set for a

meter readihg of I.
L. Find a'minimum.by repositionlho the probe assembly along the line.

Write down the vswr reading and the probe position.

. 73
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Procedure: Continued

5. Measure the frequency using the wavemeter and record the reading.

6. Change the klystron frequency by rotating the cavity, adjusting

screw about 3/8 of one turn. Adjust the klystron for output.

7. Measure maximums and minimums again as in steps above, being sure to

record sl ide positions, meter scale readings, and the freqpency.

8. Retune klystron to some frequency as far removed from the first

measurement as possible. Tune the klystron for output.

9. Repeat the previous measurements and record the results.

10. Prepare a graph showing vswr as the vertical axis and frequency

as the horiiontal axis.

11. Place a mismatched plate over the open end of the waveguide of the

slotted line. (This plate looks like a waveguide end cover cut

in half.)

12. Adjust the klystron,for output.

13. Move the probe along the slotted line and locate two Mlimums.

These should be adjacent nulls.

14. Record the positions of the nulls.

15. Measure the frequency with the wavemeter and record.

16. Write down the meter reading (in dB) of the standing'wave unit

beginning at one null and progressing to the adjacent null. Read

the meter for each one centimeter of movement.

17. Move the probe to some other minimums, recording the readings

as in Step 16.
18. Pl4ce a horn antenna at box "X."

19. Repeat Steps 2 through 10.

20. Place a slide screw tuner at box "X" (replacing the horn). Remove

the probe 'from the tuner.

21. Repeat §teps 2 through 10.
22. Install the probe back into the slide screw tuner.

23. Turn the probe about 5 turns into the slide screw tuner. Check

to see how far the probe penetrates into the waveguide. Repeat Steps

Steps 2 through 10.

24. Turn the probe in about 5 more turns and repeat Step 23.

25. In each orthe above measurements, plot a graph or table indicating

the vswr, the percent of reflected power, and the percent of for-,

ward power. Indicate which 'figures are for the open waveguide,

the mismatch plate, the horn, and the slide screw tuner.

26. Consult your instructor if you encoUntered any difficulty.

Job Questions:

. 1. Which reading qn.the slofted line is easiest to,read, minimum

or maximum?

2. Does the vswr remain the same as the frequency is changed?

4'
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3. What did you determine about vswr when some object is placed wtthin

the waveguide (as was the probe of the slide screw tuner)? .

...

4. Were the nulls located at the same position on the slotted line
when the guide was open as they were when the line was shorted

(mismatch plate)?

,

I

r

^..

..J

,
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Job: Waveguide Calculations

446. Obje,ctive:

The student will: (1) Calculate the guide wavelength of a waveguide

in inches and centimeters, (2) calculate the cutoff mvelength of

a waveguide in inches and centimeters, and (3) calculate the free

space wavelength of a microwaVe signal.

Job Information:

In the.R.S.A. about waveguides it was found that there existed a

relationship between waveguide dimensions and the frequencies that

would pass through these lines. To better acquaint the student with

the calculations that determine the dimensions and the frequencies

involved, this job will assign values and ask that you calculate the

answers.

In review, guide wavelength is the resultant of two electric fields

traveling along a rectangular waveguide at some angle to each other

when an electromagnetic wave is transmitted down a guide in the domi-'4

nant mode.

The cutoff frequency is the value at which the waveguide dimensions

prevent propagation.of a signal of lower frequency. The cutoff wave-

length is the dimension of the cutoff frequency:

The free space wavelength is the dimension occupied by the transmitted

signal as it propagates through space..

The following formulas are applicable to your calculations.

Xfs

X9 = VI - VS\ 2
XCOi

where g = guide wavelength
fs = free space wavelength
co = cutoff frequency

300,000,000
fs = fhz

where fs = free space wavelength
300,000,000 = speed of radio wave in space (in meters)

fhz = frequenby of the signal 'in space.
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or

Xfs = 300 = wavelength in meters
fMHz/

or

J OB 6A

PAGE 2 OF 2

Xfs = 300 X 100 = wavelength in centimeters

fMHz

To calculate.the free space wavelength in Inches:

Xfs = 11810
71;517

To calculate he cutoff wavelength:
2a

Xco = km2) (m a)2

where a = widedimension of the waveguide (in cm)

b = naerow dimension of the waveguide (in cm)

m = first subscript,of the mode

n = second subséript of the mode

For the TE1,0 mode

-16010

XCO = 2a

Tools, Material, and Equipment:

1. Pencil

2. Paper

3. Slide rule-(or calculator)

.Procedure:

1. Calculate the free space wavelength of a microwave signal whose

frequency is 11,125 MHz. State the wavelength in both centimeters

and inches.

2. Calculate the cutoff wavelength of the guide in Step 1 if the

waveguide is .88 inches wide and .39 inches across the narrow

dimension and the mode is ITE1',0. (cm and inches)

3. Calcipate the cutoff frequency of the guide if the waveguide is

1.4 cm by :6 cm (TE 10 mode).

4 Calculate the guide wavelength of,the signal in Steps 1 and 2.

(cm and inches)

5. Calculate the frequency of a signal whose wavelength 3.15 cm.

.6. Turn answers in to the instructor.
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Jpb: Matching Impedances in Microwave Systems

, Objective:

The student will: (1) Adjust the training kit comPonents to minimize

the vswr and ( name several methods of matching impedances in a
microwave syst m.

Job Information:

The purpose of matching, impedance' in'any transmission system is to
insure the maximum transfer of power from.one point in the system to
another point. impedance matching becomds necessary when the charac-
teristic impedance of a generator (in'this case, a microwave oscillator)
is not the same as the impedance of the transmission line or the
antenila is a different rmpedance than that of the line.

Several methods are discussed in the R.S.A. and schematics or pictorials
of some impedance matching devices are includadein the R.S.A.

J

By using a slide screw tuner in this job,.the student can demonstrate
one method of impedance matching to reduce vswr. This device can be

made to produce a reflected signal that is 180 degrees out of phase

with the original reflection. As already known, two signals.of equal
magnitude and 180 degrees out of phase will cancel.

The probe on the tuner can be made to exhibit capacitive reactance
or inductive reactance by changing its depth in the waveguide. Phase

can be controlled by moving the probe in a longitudinal, direction.

Tools, Material, and Equipment:

1. Microwave training kit

2. Hand tools

References:

4'

1. Robert L. Shrader, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION, 3rd Ed., Gregg/
McGraw-Hill Book/Co. Pages 640-642.

Proced

Set up equipment as shown in Fig. 1.

1114.,
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4
MODUL ATOR

POWER

SUPPLY

KIYSTRON

FLAP

ATTENUATOR

WAVEMETER

x

CROSS

GUIDE

COUPLER

TERMINATION

DETECTOR

SLOTTED

UNE

"Nimk

coaxial
cable

jog, 68

PAGE__OF

STANDING

WAVE

UNIT

SLIDE
SCREW
TURNER

MISMATCH
PLATE

STRAIGHT
WAVE

GUIDE

HbRN
ANTENNA

DETECTOR I -
2

Fig. 1--E9uipment Connections--impedance Matching

2. Mount the mismatch plate (the waveguide end cover plate) at the

position marked "mismatch." Remove the probe from the slotted

lines.

3. Turn on klystron and tune.for power output.

4. Measure and record frequency and vswr.

5. Disconnect the coaxial cable from the slotted line and attach it

. to the second detector.

6. Locate the horn antenna about 24 Inches away from the mismatch ,

plate and in line with it to receive a signal.

7. Read and record the received signal as indicated by the vswr unit

meter.

8. Replace the probe in the slotted line.
9. (Move the probe back and forth along the slot and up and down into

the waveguide until a maximum is located. Several such positions

may be found.
10. Change the coax back t6 the slotted line.

Read and record vswr.

12. Change probe positron and depth to locate the lowest vswr and re-

cord this reddifig.

13. Retune the klystmn to,another fr equency,somewhere near the opposite

end of the band fromrwhere.it is now operating.

14. Measure and record the frequency.

15. Read and record the vswr without moving the slide screw tuner or

probe.
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16. Unscrew the probe completely and measure-and record the vswr.

17. Prepare a chart from the Rrecedlng measurements. List each fre-
quency and the vswr measured at each different proceduEe.

18. Calculate the percentage of reflected power for each s'tep.

J(1)1, Questions:

1. Did inserting the probe into the line change the vswr?

2. Did the vswr change when frequency was changed?

4

re,

3. Why is it necessary to match the impedances.of the 4evice# used

in a microwave transmission system?

80

A
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Job: Micrdwave Attenuation Measurements

Objective:

The student 'Will: (1) Demonstrate how a microwave signal can be, atten-

uated and the effects of attenuation and (2) measure attenuation in a

microwave system.

Job Information;
. :

Attenuation or the reduction in quantity of a signal may be of two types--

wanted or unwanted. Attenuation may occur An devices within the syttem A

due to design of the ç4ufpment and must be overcome with Increased gain

in the amplifiers. S metimes attenuatOrs are placed in the iystem to cob-

trol the output power 9f various stages.

An example of intentional use of an attenuator is the insertion of'a rod

intothe waveguide to drastically reduce theiradiated energy of the

microwave transmitter. This is used to advantage ih "hot standby"

circuits equippedswith a waveguide switch where .the spare transmitter

is terminated into a dummy load. If the "0-1ine" transmiteer must

be taken out of service without turning it off,, the output is attenuated

sa-much as to effectively t.lt off radiation of energy.

Some other uses oftattenuators are isolation' of one device from another

and matching using lossy material.

Of course, tome attenuations cannot be eliminated. These are heat loss ,

due to'skin effect within the guide (I2R loss), losses due to reflections,

mismatches, and absorption losses.

These 195ses can be calculated in watts or in decibels using the same

formulas that apply to other types of gain or loss. (Example:

Db = 10 log power in or dB = 20,log voltage in or dB = 20 log 1 in.

powerout vol tage out lout

Power (in watts) = I2R, etc.,can be used to calculate input and output

'power and the difference is the amount of loss.

Attenuators may be constructed uting a rod or screw,vedge of conducting

malerial, or..by the use of absorptive material and propeely fitting these

to a waveguide. A waveguide itself may be uied as an attenuator. If

the physical size of the guide is such that it offers high opposition

to the passage of energy, it wilh cause a loss: This guide is usually

operated at a wavelength below_its cutoff frequency. Ah illustration of

1 this method is shown in Fig. 1.-

;

81
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INPUT

JOB, 6c

.PAGE 2 OF 4

OWTPUT

Fig. 1--Waveguide Attenuator

TI;ewaveguide is operated aefrequencies greater than cutoff and th

outOut is varied by changing the coupling (distance) between the-

two coils.

ToolS, Material, and Equipment:

.1. Microwave trainer

2. Hand tools

References:

1. Robert L. Shrader, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS, 3rd. Ed.,/ Gregg/

McGraw-Hill Book Co. Pages 640-642.

ProCedure:

T. Connect microwave components as shown in Fig.

setup with thr half-shorting plate.

MODULATOR

'terminating the

POWER
SUPPLY

KLYSTROIki
SLOTTED
LINE

'FLAP

ATTENUATOR

coax
cable

MISMATCH
PLATE

O.

STANDING WAVE

UNIT

Fig.'2--Vswr Attenuation Measurem

2. Adjust flap attenuator for minimum.

3. Measure vswr.

4. Begin a chart by recdrding the reading in Step 3.

92
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5. Adjust flap attenuator for maxillum insertion into the guide and
record the vswr. b

6. Set-the attenuator at its mid-position. Read vswr.

7. Change the equipment totthe connections shown in Fig., 3.

' FMODULATOR

*A)
POWER
SUPPLY

KLYSTRON

SLOTTED

LINE

FLAP

4TENUATOR

COAX

<ABLE

SLIDE'

SCREW
TURNFI

l STANDING

WAVEA
UNIT

Fig. 3I-Insertion boss Measurements

DETECTOR .

Set flap attenuator to minimum. - _

5, Set slide screw tuner probe for minimum insertion into the guide.

0 10.% Measure and enfer in the chart the vswr.
11. Measure the output in dB by connecting the coakial cable from the

. s ding wave unit, to the detector.
,

12. dj st the slide screw tuner for maximum power output (dB) and
est vswr (impedance match). Enter these in the chart.

, 13. djust the standing wave uhit gain controls to read 0 dB.

,14. Read the loss when the flap attenuator is adjusted to minimum,

, mi.d-position, and maximum insertion. These readings a're minus levels
, ,

(dB below 0 level). ,
15. Readjust-the flap attenpator and the slide screw tuner probe for

minimum.

16. Move theslide screw tuner to obtayn the same,vswt. as encountered
inlitep 12.- Enter the power (in dB) 'at the detector.

.
i i

*,
. r

,JOb Questions:... 4

) 4 . ,

1. Ho much powqr-loss' in dB was there fiom minimg flap
.

to aximum7.

insertion
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Name several devices that are used-as attenuators.

. -

.3. Name some attenuations present in t e system that connot be

adjusted:

0

4.

,

I

t
."4

.4 ,:e.

"t

e.

.

/0 .

t

. 'Ai, 8 4 &
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Related Study Assignment No. 7: Detectors and Mixers

Objectiv :

Upon ompletion of this assignment, the student wkl 1 : (1) Know the

characteristics of a silicon crystal diode, (2)- know the uses of

a silicon crystal dioda, and (3) be iequired to pasi a written ex-

aMination with a score of.at least 75.

Introduction: , . ...
.

.
,

It has been found that at microwave frequencies-the, regular germanium

or vacuum tube is not a good 94ality mixer due to noise, frequenty

response, and losses. One of the best types of,mixers and detectors

is the silicon crystal diode designed for microwave uses. '

(

4

TUNGSTEN WIRE

SILICON WAFER

A .

Fig. 1--Silicon,Crystal Diode

.its basic construetipn cOnsists of a pointed wire,-m e of tungsten,

making contact,wie a silicon wafer. 'The equivalent circuit is shown- ,

in Fig. 2 and Ole voltdge-Putrent 'curve of a typical unit is shown

in Fig. 3, ATn other,point-contact diodes, rectification takes, place s

at the lunptie bf the wire and wafel*,. '

The crystal _mixer is-used basically o heterodyne the microwave signal.

. down to-a loC4er value.where mol'e conventional circuits arp,employed

as'amptifiers,.detectors,for, automatic-ffequency'controls.
However,

.certain conditions must 4b met to assure the best operation of the.

crystar mixer. First of all, the; impedance ofthe crystal, mlxer and

*he signal sdurce must be faHly well matched-so that the crystal wil\
4,

/
tkik.
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CURRENT

20

10

+1
VOLTS

Fig. 2--Equivalent Circut Fig..014-c-Chanacteristic Curve of

qf a Silicon'Crystal D1ode Currenll vs Voltage of a TYpical

Silicon Crystal Diode

absorb maximum power m the souree. At the same 'time the signal

source must be prevented trom being inYected int(o-etNer parts of the

circuit. The tuned circuit that the crystal works into must also be*

matched to the crystal output impedance. Both input and output
impedances of the crystal are very low (In'the order of a few hundred
ohms) and these impedances are themselves dependent on the amplitude

of the local oscillator stgnal.

Some power is lost in the signal conversion process when using the
crystal mixer to producelan intermediate fr,aquency and this loss is

called the conversiOn loss. Typical values of signal are 6 to 10

decibels. This loss will decrease if the local oscillator signal
A

amplitude is increased. I

,

Noise output'of the crystal is of 'concern also. The circuit Must be

designed to gtve the maxiMum output signal obtainable-While keeping
noise figure at the lowest level. This u ually results in a coMOro-

?
mise that will'give a rectified output of .3 to 1 mA 0 current or

a power of ahout 1 mW of-fower that is a sorbed by tile cr'ystal fcom

the local oscillator. .

i. ,These crystals Sre.designed to work in circuits operating from P000 MHz

to 25,000 MHz and abOve. In addition to serving as mixers they cans.

provide an indication on a miAliammeter with the rectified output current
being proportional' to the square of the effective value of the signal
',i/oltage, thus Making if.p square-law detector.. This means, then, .

,that,the DC developed 14 tesectified current is veryddseful in the

measuremeOt'of micrbwave power output. The accuracy of the measurement

of.an amillitude moaulated signal is,limjted hy the,fact that the '

. r,
... . .

.,
.

8 6C41,

..

4..
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Introduction: Continued

amptitude'of the signal is constantly varying duringthe 6odu)ation

process. Accuracy is also affected by the quantity 61 4ut signS.
If the signal is too large the response of the scrystal changes, causing

an erroneous indication. Other factors affecting the output aref -

(1) The frequency of the signal, (2) types of crystal (even two drYs-

tals wi,th.identical part numbers can give different reading if placed

in the same circuit), (3) amount of bias placed on the crystal (this

also changes.the noise figure), and (4) resistance of the audio loed.

z

I.

To find if ttle crystal under test is relatively close to the square-

16-value, certain measureinents can be performed and the vaJue of the

exponent calculated usini-the equation

D/ Xg - .141 ;

where N = exponeftt of V (law of the crystal)

D = distance between.2 adJacent'"half of ma*imum current" points

( 3 dB point on a square-law motel') .

g = guide Wavelength
*since Voltage and currenf, 0 the crystal are related. his relation- j

,ship can be calculated using the equation I = CVN. Ln a pattive device

such et a re'tistor,'.t6is would be:-equivalent to V-= IR if N 1 and

C = 1..
,

. IN .

Some of these measuremenAi Will be made in.the Job asSociated with

this'R.S.A.

References:

1. Robert L. Shrader, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS, 3rd. Ed., Gregg/

000 McGraw-Hill Book Co. Read pages 642-643.

2. George Kennedy, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, 2nd Ed., Gregg/

McGraw-Hill Book Co. Read pages 397-400.

Study Questions:

1. What is a square-law detector?

2. What are some of the factors that affect'the output of a silicon or.
crystal diode?

On defrequencies do silicon clifstal drodes usually operate

in icrowave equipMent?

Li I

'
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Job: Detecting Microwavt Signals

Objective:

The student will: (1) Demonstrate detection of microwave signals,

and (2) pse a crystal'(a square-law device) for detection of mitro-

1 wave signals.

Job Information:,/.---)
.

For information to,be useful, it is necessary that.the data impressed

upon the transmlttdd carrier wave be gemoved from,the carrier'and re-

. turned to its original form. Algo epe method is 1.4eded to deterTine

If the microwave signal itself is Yresent.

". SeverAl methods of detection are available. The best m thod available

uses a silicon crystal diode and is the type of crysta etector used

jn thisjoix. 'The diOde will r'ectify the microwave al and provide

- a DC mete'r With current to indicate that a,signal jspjesent., The

.
current will depend upon the quantity of microwave po1çer available

: to-be detected. The crystal Pill also demodulate the microwave signal

if used in the 13roper4circuit configuratfon. The sys eM.(.1%ed in these

Original jobs is of the demOdulator type of indicati 'device fed from

a crystal mixer. .

I

Tools, MateriAls, and Equipmenil:

,A
. ,

1. MJcrowave trainer,

2. Is

References:

1. Robert L. Shrader, ELECTRONIC COMMVJICATION, 3rd Ed., Gregg/McGraw-

, Hill Book Co. Pages 642-643.

Procedure:
.

.

,

. .

1. Set up.equrpmentas shown in Fig. I.

2.v!1'une the klystron for a staye mode: \ I,

.3. Peak all equipment for maximum output.

4. Find a voltage maximuM on the slottecrline by adjustinglthe probe

back and for,th along the slotted kine. .

-. 5. 'Adjust,t4 flap attenuator to mid-range. '

.
,

, 6. Turn'the amplifier "gain control for maximum gain. ..'
1

4:
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'Procedure: Con t inued

Ie

IMODULATOR a" POWER
SUPPLY

kus

FLAP
ATTENPATOR

.3

I,WAVEMETER

,

SLOTTED .

LINE

COAXIAL LINE

.-
STAIOING
WAVE
UNIT

SHORTING

PLATE,

Fig. 3--MicroWave Deteclor Setup.
a

7.* Move the step swi-ah on the -standing yave tinit untiN,b meter reilding
is obtainesi (x 30 scie). If thei-mater reads too high on this
scale, unScrew the probe on the s tted- line to rethice the signal.

8. Sei the probe into the guide to oduce a zero readirig as read on
the dB scale (x 30 scale) when the slotted line probe is moved
to a voltage maxiinuni.

9. Establ ish the guide wavelength by measurement and -reord.
10. _Find both 3 dB points (one eactrstde of the probe position) by

moving the probe in one direction to reduce the signal 3' dB then j
balk the other direction past 0 tO the're down position. Recokd

al 1 3 probe positions us ipg the ',cent imeter scqe.
11. Ca I culate,,,,the d i stance between the twd 3 dB pobit ions. This reRre- r

tents the 4istance,between the hal f 'maxim.= eurtVA points.
12. .Set,the standing wave unit to the x,20 scale and repeat Steps

8 through 11. , *
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1. Using the formula N =

JOB

: PAGE 3 OF 03

where N = law of the silicon crystal
D = distance calculated in Step 11
= guide po'sition measured in Step 9,

calculate the power for the X 20 and X30 scales of the meter.

2. Does the crystal-conform to the square-law in both set.Of
measurements?

-7

3

4.

90--

a.

-
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.Job; Directronal Couple'rs

Objective:

The student will: (1) Demonstrate the characteristics of a diréctional

coupler and (2) measure the directional properties of a directiohal

coupler.

Job Information:

Directional couplers are used to monitOr the information traveling

along a transmission line or to measure the forward or the reflected

waves in the waveguide without upsetting the transmission of energy

within'the system. It may also be used for other purposes if the

need arises.

Figures-la;-11), and lc- show three types of directional' &:tuplers

-and Fig. 2 will identify the'couRler-that will bg used in the pro-

ceaure. this dev1Ce is"sometimes-called a cross guide coupler. s .

,

A
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.Fig. lb.

MANI
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SIGNAL INPUT

TERMINATION

Y.

JOB,

PAGE 3 OF)
(

7A

DIRECTIONAL COUPLER

OUTPUT

Z

SIGNAL
OUTPUT

Fig. 2--Cross Guide Coupler

In -Fig. la: a tik halg coOplbr is depidted-and this device may-use

either magnetic or electric coupling between the two lines. Electric

coupling uses probes, magnetic coupling uses loops, or both types of

coupling may use slbts oriented to prbduce the same effects as a probe/

or a loop. Only one type coupling may be used at a time for the system

to work, however.

A wave travels in direction 1 in line 1 and causes a signal to_travel

in the same direction in line 2. No wave will travel in direction 1

if the signal in line 1 travels in the opposite direction (direction 2).

If a wave enters line 1 and travels in direction 2., a waye in line 2 will

also travel in direction 2 but a wave in line 1
traveling direction I

will not cause a wave in:direction 2 in'line 2/ The spacing of the

two holes must be an odd multiple of one-quarter wavelength apart in

the coupler.

A device called a magic T is shown in Fig. lb. If a signal enters at

W it divides (as in a bridge circuit) into equal amounts between Y arid

with no signal output at X because the dominant wave cannot turn the

90 degree-corner. If the signal enters at X it divides equally between

Y and Z and no output appears at W. This action just described will

occur if Y and Z have been terminated with the same impedance. If the

terminations arg different, the output at X will be in proportion to

the difference between the ref4cted signals at Y and Z (assuming the

wave enters the T at U) and the output at W will be in the same propor-

tion if a signal enters at X.
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Job Information: Continued

In Fig. lc, two devices are shown that produce a series or parallel

resonant circuit and trap or pass frequencies accordingly. The equiv-

alent circuits are shown schematically.

The cross guide coupler shown in Fig. 2 is basically a slot type coupler

as described in Fig. la. this is commonly called an aperture coupler

and phases of the signal in the upper line tend to add or cancel as they

pass through the slots. This action of cancellation or addition of phases

is determined by the relative location of the slots to each other and

their poiition.within the waveguide relativ6 to wavelength. With two

waveguides crossed at right angles and magnetic coupling being used,

Ognals fed into the upper guide through the slots R and S will be 1800

out of phase with each other. After traveling toward the termination

the same electrical distance, the two signals from R and S cancel

(the device is not perfect sofzero will not quite be attained) and in

the djrection opposite the termination the signals add due to the lengths

of the electrical paths.

To identify some measurements that will be made in the procedure, several

definitions or descriptions of different powers are: '

(1) Insertion Loss--The power lost in the coupler due4to skin effect,-

and other heat losses (I4R), reflected losses, and.coupling losses

(joints, efc.). The loss.is calculated by subtracting the power

out fnom the poWtr in or in dB, 10 log power in.
powerout

(2) DirectivityThe power that appears as an unwanted value due

to imperfections tnherent to the coupler design or manufacturing

tolerances. it is usually compared fo the coupled power and is

stated in dB, 1G log coupled power.
unwantedpower

-

(3) Coupling--The power taken from the line to be used as a monitoring

signal or sample. -This is usually compared'to the input signal

and is expressed as dB = 10 log power in.

power coupled

(4) Isolation--The power ratio of unwanted signal to input sign11

expressed as dB = 10 log power in.
unwanted power.

Tools,'Materials, and Equipment:

1. Microwave training kit

2. Nandetools

-References:

1. Robert L. Shrader, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION, 3rd. Ed:, Gregg/McGraw-

Nill Book Co. Pages 641:442.

D4
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Procedure:

I. Conhect microwave training components as in Fig. 3. (The two x's,

marked R and S, inside the coupler are internal slots.).,a6-

MODULATOR POWER

SUPPLY,

,IKLYSTRON 1 FLAP
ATTENUATOR

---IWAVEMETER 1

1 SLOTTED

SECTION

TERMINATION

S x

X R

CD

I TERMINATION N

SLIDE

SCREW

TURNER

DETECTOR]

STANDING

WAVE

UNIT

COAX
CABLE

'fig. 9---Connectionsvfor,Directional Coupler Measurements

21 Turn the klystron cavity adjusting screw completely counterclock-

mite. Do not jam it against the storis.

3. Adjust the klystron for a stable mode of oscillation.
4.- Adjust the wavemeter for a dip on the standing wave' unit,meter.

Record the r,eading and them detune the wavemeter.

5. Set the flap,attenuator fOr minimum attenuation.
6. Adjust'the slide screw Zuner for maximum power output and minimum

1/sl,tr.

7. Set the standing, wave meter to 0 dB.
8.. Change the slide screw tuner and the detector from position X

tO poiition Zito meastke the signal pt this point. Record the

reading in d1).. (The detector must always be located after the slide

screw tuner.) Be sure to move load N to X.

9. Move the slide screw tuner.and detector to poition Y froM position

Z. Move load M to position Z.
10. Measure signpl in dB and record the reading. -

II. Change the fi-equency of.the klystron t6 about midrange.

cc-

4.
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Procedure: Continued

12. Move the slide screw tuner, detector, and terminations back to their

original positions as in Step 1:

13. Adjust the klystron to a stable mode and then repeat Steps 4 through 10.

14. Turn the klystron adjusting screw to maximum clockwise (do not

jam against the stop), move the equipment back to the original posi-
,

tion as in Step 1, and repeat Steps 4 through 10.

,. 15. Remove the termination in Steps 8 and 9. Repeat Steps 4 through 10.

--' 16. Prepare a chart with all measurements.

17. Using the following formulas, plot the directivity and coupling at

the ieveral frequencies just measured in Steps 4 through 14.,,'

Insertion lqss = 10 log W in (in dB)

X out (in dB)

10 log W in (in dB)Coupling

Isolatio6 = 10 Yog W in (in dB)

y (in dB) ^A

Directivity .= 10 log Z (in dB)

ir

18. Calculate the effective directivity-and the coupling.using the N41Ues'

found in Step 15'.

Job Questions:

1. What happens to thg amount of coupled signal if the input and out-

put ports olf the coupler are reversed?
.

2. Did removing the load in Step 15 change the coupling,and 'directivity?

3. Miat laippens to the coupling and directivity if the input-output

line is cliangedto the coupled-pnwanted line and vice versa?

r)u
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J.

Related Study Assignment No. 8: Microwave Antennas.

Objeclive:, .

I

Upon cOmplbtioncof this assignment the student will: (1) Know the
characteristics of antenna systems used in mtcrowave tranAmission,
(2) become acquainted with several types of antennas, and (3) be re-

quired to pass' a written 'examination With a score of 75% or more.

Introductions ..1

The heart of any transmitting and receiving systemHis the antenna.
Microwave systems are no excpption and aA a ruse require a ver'y high
gain, directional antenna.

A ver'x basic antenna used with microwmves is the horn antenna, a device
that 1 oks as if the weeguide, to which it is attached, has been flared
into a cone or rectangular-shaped funnel. Figure 1 illustrates.oqe

'shape of5e horn antenna. The confiburation of this device provide,
a means of producing a field distribution pc'ross an aperture. The_power
gain and the beam width.are determined by the angle of the flare of the
sides as well as the length-of the flared portion. Tha number of lobes
also depends on the length of the flared portion. The radiation pattern
may be altered into a selected plane by choosing the proper shaped horn.
Several of these shapes are shown in Fig. 2.

Flg. 1--Typical Horn Antenna

97
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b
SECTORAL
H PLANE
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2--Other Horn Shapes

SECTORAL
E PLANE

The shapes in Fig. 1 and ffig. 2a provide a thin, narroW beam that is

very directi've in both the horizontal and vertical plane. Figure 2b

and c produces a pattern similar to a fan and d will result in a wide,

hori ontal but narroW, vertical beam. Most horns do not, provide the

gai found in the parabolic reflector, the next radiator to be discussed.

The paraboVic antenna Is probably the most used of all microwave antennas.

The int consists of a device.that emits energyffor transmission into

a p rabolle reflector. The reflector concentraIkes the energy into a

na 'ow beam and-aims the beam in thledesired direction. Secera1 factors

determine the width and shape of tlivE lobe transmitted by the reflector
.,

and these are the parabola size, the parabola shape and the field

intensity variation over Vie aperture.
,

Some minor lobes are.usually present but these can be reduced to a mini-

mum valut by proper design'. Also, if the parabola is designed to be

several wavelengths across, the power gain and beam width are exceedingly

good. Beam width caIC be as small As 3 degrees and power gain can be

aboutiON with b good "dish." Several shapes of parabolic reflectors

with different feed systems.are shown in Fig. 3. .

Some method must be'employed toridiate energy into the parabola or to

feed (sometime's called "illuminate") the reflectdr. It'is very important

that the method used tq feed the reflector be one that will concentrate

all Its radiated,energy'into the dish since this will be the only source

of radio frequency energy: For example, if an omnidirectional antenba

.
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(a)
SHORT CYUNDER
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(c )

OFFSET
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(d)

TRUNCATED

. 4

BUTTONHOOK
FEED

(g)

YAGI FEED

Fig. 3--Parabolas and Feed Systems

is placed in front of a reflector as in Fig. 4, tlie reflector receives
less than half the eriergif radiated by the antenna and this greatly re-

duces the power gain. If the antenna is itself highly directionat,
only tbe central Portion of the parabolamill be illuminated causing .
unnecessarily large lobe width. With proper shape of the reflector and
good design of a feed system, maximum reflection that could be attaineid
would be urlity or 1.0, *in actual field conditions the amount of reflec-
tion is .usuailly about .7. Several excitation methOds to supply energy
to a reflectlng surface are shown in Fig.3 and the most popular type
found in use today is proba6ly the "buttonhook" arrangement.

Two Other antennas, although riot popular in microwave communications
systems today, are the slot antenna and the lens antenna. bin the

slot antenna, it has been discovered that by cutting a narrow slice of
material from a thin conducting plate and attaching a feed line to each
side of'the center of the slot, the slot becomes a:radiator if it i$
the proper length. $trangely enough, tht narrow slice that was removed

4 '
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= OMNIDIRECTIONAL
.,ANTENNA

= RAD(ATED
ENERGY

REFLECTED
ENERGY

Fig. 4--Omnidirectipnal Antenna Radiation
Pattern into PaTabola Showing Amount of
Energy Striking Parabola for Reflection

to form the slot-can also be made into a radiator. Several variations

of the basic slot antenna are shown in Fig. 5.

LARGE *CONDUCTING SURFACE*

SLOT CUT OUT
OF SHEET

TWO-WIRE LINE

a) Basic Slot Antenna

F. 5--Slot Antenna

4.

1.) Batwing Slot

Waveguide Slot

Configurations

1 010
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The lens an1enna has a fi*eld distribvtion'similar to that of the.thorn

antenna. By designing the lens so that the waves striking the lens
aethe farthest point from theaxii must tt'ável a greater distance than

,those waves at the axis, the spherical wave from a radiator is changed

into a plane wave due to phase veloc4ytaction like Wat in a .waveguide.

,. Figure 6 illustrates a lens antenna ahd its associated Waverronts,'

This type is frequencp-sensitive due to phase veloci.ty action and

Fig. 7 shows a second lehs'antenna that overcomes the frequen.cy-sensitive
disadvantAge by employing a dielectric lens:, A

R.S.A. 8 .
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'SPHERICAL
WAVEFRONT

RADIATOR

METAL STRIP

Fig. 6--Metallic Strip Lens Antenna
V

THERICAL
KOVEFRONT

RADIATOR

-1. I.

41,

Fl.g. 7Dielectric Lens Antenna

1 01

PLANE
WAVEFRONT

WAVEFRONT
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A great many microksve systems:use a parabola mounted near the ground
and locate a passive reflector up on the tower to bounce the microwave
signal in the d-tAire'd direction. The reflector, as a general rule,'
looks like a large refrigerator rack or grid. By using this type in-
stallation long runs of waveguide and weatherproof housing for terminal
equipment are eliminated. Also, equipment is readily available for

' maintenance witEaUt climbing the supporting sfructure for tile antenna.

Horns, par'abdlic reflectors, and dielectric lenses are forms of non-
resonant antennas. They find uses tin narrow or wide band transmission4
of microwave'energy.

References: '

l. ,Robert L. Shrader, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS, 3rd Ed., Gregg/McGraw-.
; Hill Book Co. Read pages 517 and 662.

2. George,Kennedy, ELEC/WONIC COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, 2nd Ed., GreW
,

McGraw-Hill B ok Co. Read pages 313--334. ,4

Stully Questions:
qlk

A

I. Name two popular types of microwave antenhas.

x
*

2. Nhat determines the power ga1n(4.of a horn antenna?
.

t

3. What is the,advantage of using a parabolic reflector in microwave
transmission?

4. ,What is a passive reflector?

4.

1 02

lb
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Job: Antenna Measurements

Objectie:

The student will: (1) Measime the radjeted pattern of a horn antenna,
(2) determine the radiate0 polarization of a microwave signal, and

' (3) determine the radiated beam width of a microwave signal.

. Job Information:

Antennas are necessary devices in the transmission and reception of all
radio systems; In fact, the antenna is probably more important than
any other component in the entire system.

Microwave antennas are merally designed to be unidirectional since
the systems are used to/fransfer data frombne point to another..
Broadcast stations, on the other hand, transmit signals equally strong
in all:directions. Since the microwave signal is concentrated into one
direction, a type of "gain" occurs. Imagine a flashlight bulb mounted
atop a Set of batteries and illuminating a room from the center of the
floor. The'room would be rather dark all over. Now, by placing a
reflector behind the bulb, the light is concentrated into one direction
and one area of the root is supplied with all the light output of the
lamp,* creating a bri,ght "spot." (This example is then comparable to
a microwave antenna.) To produce the same amount of light as created
by the "spot," the lamp (atop the batteries) without the reflector would
have to be increased in brilliance many times. .

The width of the beam of light would be importarit to the brilliance,
of the spot also. The narrower the beam,'the greater the amount of light
concentrated into the spOt. The width of the microwave beam, then,
affects the signal strength at thesreceiving station in exaiply the
same way as the beam width of the light rays., The beam width of the
microwave signal is usually measured at the "half power points" or.at
the points on either side of the beam that is 3 decibels (dB) less than
the maximum at the center of the beam.' The width IS exiiressed ih degrees.

The gain of this type ante9na is' calculated using the equation:

G = 4 Tr A

X 2

where G = gain in decibels.

A = area of the radIated signal.
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The pattern that wril beomeasured in the procedure s called 'the

Fraunhofer pattern. 'This pattern, unlike the Fresnel pattern, is inde-

pendent of distance from the antenna. Mifasurments wilV result In readings

that give direction only.

Tools, Materials, and Equ,ipment;

1 . MiCrowave training kit
2. Hand tools

References:

1. 'John D. Kraus, ANTENNAS, 1950 Ed., Gregg/McGraw:Hill) Book 'Co. f

'Pages 26, 283, 284, 291, and 353-381.

Procedure:
6.

1. T rn the klystrom cavity tuning-4justment almost entirely counter-

c Ockwise.

2. Se up equipment as in Fig..L.

MODULATOR POWER

.SUPPLY

..-~ KLYSTRON

_

FLAP

ATTENUATOR

WAVEMETER HORN

ANTENNA

5 FT..MIN. HORN

ANTENNA

SLIDE

SCREW

TURNER

DETECTOR STANDING

WAVE

UNIT

. t

Fig. 1.--Measurement of Antenna Patterns

1 04
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Procedure: Continded
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8

3. Center the antenna front edge right above the ractor board

prvot point.

1.4. Tune Ihe klystron for a stable output.signal.

-1-'s 5. Measure.the frequency and record the reading.

6. Detune the frequency meter.

7. Move the slide sCrew tuner-back and forth until a maximum indication

- is obtained. (The antenna board pointer must be set at the 900

point.. The antennas.should be in perfect alignment.)

, 8. Adjust the vswr tuning unit gain control for 0 dB on the meter.

9. Move the receiving antenria 50 clockwise and record the reading.

10. Move the receiving antenna in 56 steps clockwise recording each
reading until 90 degrees is reaehed.

11. Move back to zero and rot6te the antenna in 50 steps counterclock-
wide until 900 ts reached, recording each reading.

12. Place a 900 twist section between.the horn and the waveguide.

t13. Repeat Steps 9 through 11.

14. Plot a graph for each of the procedures.9 through 11 identifying

ihe first graph as anH plane plot and the second as an E plane

, graph. (Use polar codrdinate paper.)

15: Identify and record the half-power beam widths.

16. Take both tTie horn and tWisted section off the waveguide.

17-. Line up the edge of the wavegutde with the pivot point of the
antenna board. (Center the waveguide over this point.)

18. Repeat Steps 9 through 11 and plot a graph, as in Step'14.
19. ,Connect the training equipment as shown in Fig. 2.

MODULATOR 'PCWER

SUPPirY

KLYSTRON

t

FLAP
ATiEN6ATOR

HORN'

-ANTENNA

10 INCH
SPACING

(REFERENCE)

\

DETECTOR

HORN

ANTENNA

SLIDE

SCREW
.

TURNER

am. STANDING

WAVE

UNIT

Fig. 2--Measurement of Propagation

105

(Mount on stand)
as necessary.
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20. Tune up the.klystron for stable operation. ,

21. Adjust the slide screw tuner for maximum indication on the meter.

22. Turn the range control on the-vswr unit to the,0 range.

23

.

Turn the gain control until the meter reads 0 dB. Some trainers

\ may not be able to reach 0 dB. If yours is one that is unable

to be set to 0, go down one range.

24. Move-the receiving equipment away fr.= the trsnsmitting 'equipment in

.5 inch intervals until 25 inches separation is attained. Record

each reading (in dB). ,

25. Record the reading at 5 inch intervals up to about 60 inches.

26. Record the readings at 25 inch intervals beginning at 75 inches and

ending at 250 inches.
,
,

,

27. Compare alrl the readings obtained in. the steps.above.

Job Questions: 4

I. Did your measurements indicate any side lobes in addition to the main

lobe?

'

2. What was the 1-elative strength of the side lobes (if any) as compared '

with the main lobe?

3. Would side lobes be a form of wasted radiated energy?

e

4. Discuss the radiation pattern of the horn antenna as compared to a

straight waVeguide. - ,
1 -

'

5. What did you'discover about received power in relation to the

receiving and transmitting antenna,distances?

6. What happened to the radisted.pattern when the 90 debree twisted

section was inserted Into the line?

I

1 Ir.
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Job: Microwave Reflection, Refraction and Polarization

Objective:

The student will: (1) Measure reflection, refraction, and polarization

of a microwave- signal and (2) demonstrate,objects wilich cause reflection,

refraction or polarization of microwave signals.

Job Information:

Microwaves travel through.sPace in much the same manner as light. In

the R.S.A. on antennas it was found that the radiated energy of a micro-

7-- wave transmitter could be,focused into a narrdw direction4 beam.

Th,is study will show that microwaves can.also be reflected or bent,
either intentionally by man or by natural phenomena. Also, microwave

signals may be polarized, that is, transmitted in different planes just

as other electromagnetic. waves are propagated.

The shape of the antenna and its orientation usually determine the

polarization of the microwave signal. The waves are said to bet in the

same plane as the electrib field so when the electric field is in the

vertical plane.the signal. is transmitted in the vertical plane, hence

it Ps.vertically polarized. There may be some shift of the signal

toward the horizontal plane by the time it reaches.the receiver and
if the receiving antenna is horizontally polarized it may receive some

of the transmitted signal. However, this received signal would be

a gregt deal less thgn the signal that would be received by the same

antenna if it were vertically polarized.

Reflections of microwave signals can occur under proper conditions.
These.reflections are used to,advantage where it is neceisary to locate,

the transmitting apparatus near the earth's surface with a passive re-

flector loCated upon a tower. By using proper engiheering procedures -

a gain in signal sitrength can be attained with the passive reflector.

Some reflections, of cpursey are undesirable. These Can4occur,if an

obstruction such as a water tank or tall building are encountered by

the transmitted signal. The signal then will either miss the receiving
A

antehna or arrive at a differenCtime from the direct signal due to the

distances traveled. This c6 cause interference similar to "ghosts"

seen on your TV reeiver. A path over water can become a problem if

precabtions gre not taken at reflections can take place easily over

a lake, large river, etc.

Refraction or bending of the microwave beam can and does occur occasionally.

This can occur over a large expanse of water due to heating and con-'

vection air currents. Cool air and warm air meeting such as a weather

front can cau-se an "inversion layer" thUs bending the microwrave beam. -

107
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Sometimes the signal gets trapped in between tmo such layers and will
travel along'the earth's curvature for long distencei. Any such
bending or'refraction usually is detrimental to the reception of the

. transmitted signal. When such phenomena' occur-yegularly a ,system of

diversity reception can sometimes be employed. This Consists of mounting
multiple receiving antennas to pick up the,refracted.signal. One:

--example of such an installation wodld be to mount a dish just`above 4

the main receiving antenna to pick up the sigrl when the signal is bent
upwards due to.an inversion layer.'

Refraction may,also occur if the microwave signal travels through certain
material. Ceramic, glass, and similar materials placed in the mrcro-'
wave path will cause the signal to be bent in a difflOnt direction
according-to the Index of refraction of the material (the square root,_
of dielectric constant). A.prism placed in the path may be oriented
in such a manner as to reflect or refract the microwave signal.

In the procedure, measurements will show the reflection and refr'action
effects upon the microwave signals.

Tools, Materials, and Equipment:

1. Microwave traLng kit
Hand tools C

3. Wood, restic,,paper, glass, rubber, aluminum, and polarized dttc

References:

1. Richard K. Moore, TRAVELING WAVE ENGINEERING, 1960 Ed., Gregg/.
McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Procedure:

1. Connect the equipment as in Fig. 1. '

MODULATOR POWER

SUPPLY

KLYSTRON

.4

FLAP

ATTENUATOR

*

SLOTTED HORN HORN STRAIGAT

LINE ANTE NNA WAVEGUIDE,

SECTJON ,

694wATE iyr Awl- 76 Cm.

DETECTOR STANDING

WAVE

UNIT

Fig. 1--Attenuation Measurement Setu0

a
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Proced4re: -dant inued . .

.

.

,
.'

, . .

..; 2.. Time thi. transMitter for stablevcillations.
1. Set :the oLitput for zero diES, on the meter.. . .

l ..--Ii.
Pbce/diff- 'ntobjects tn the path between the .ntennas and record

.-. . 4W1Crea, ng of the meter for each object. Use such things as
.ot.
"..- :-

, wood,plaWq't Oss, ru r, 'paper, leather, ceramic, and aluminum '

gni:p91ar disc, (ThZ ignal should be attenuated or changed due

io.ithe, d) ereiit dielectr c constants.) Also rotate,the polarized

sdi-s,.90.() . - ,
,

. .

, v.,:meet
& th,,

e equipment as shown in -Fig. 2..
J.

14 V

, REFLLTING PLATE

_

STRAIGHT
WAVEGUIDE
SEMON

Fig. 2--Reflecilon Measurement Setup

DETEpTOR STANDING
WAVE
UNIT

6., Move the flat reflector plate through the arc of a circle on the

board and locate thes point of makimum reading. .

1
7., Record the angle of maximum reading.
8. .Repos4tion the receiVing antenna and again rotate the reflector plate

,
tfor maximum reading. (The angle that the signal strikes the prate ..-

hottlit also be the angle of reflection at which the receiving Tantenna.'

s locatedj
1094
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MODULATOR

POWER

_SUPPLY

KLYSTRON FLAP

ATTENUATOR

HORN' 'PRISM HORN
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Lslop: coirE2 vti6m mrbui,stpdcrkl 140245- 1-1/.0 Att

SMCSD AfilOtrr 70 CH 4uPPostr (1.1. PAil'irrtat61

142145 oI TASLZ, Er.

<iv

TTRAIGHT

WANEGWDE

SECTION

DETECTOR X STANDING

WAVE

UNIT

FUg. 3--Reflectlon Measurements Uting a Prism'

10. Move the unit apart very slowly'(or closer together) until maximum'

signal streng h is attained.

11. Set the range selector and gain control for zero (0) dB on the'

meter. The azimuth and elevation of the receiver should be checked
_for maximum signal at this point.

12,:'Place a prism in the path and turn it until maximum signal is ob-

tained. Recora angle and level.

13. Move the receiving antenna around'the arc of a circle recording the
engles of reflgOtion and.the maximum and minimum readings.

14. Orient the prism an0 receiving antenna to other positions to obtain
other angles and readings. (Use a different face on the prism.)

Job Questions:

1. What did you discover about the level pn dB) of the rece01? signal

as dif6rent objects were placed in the path?

>-
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2.. What did you discdver about the reflected an le as the reflecting

-.platewas.rotated through an arc around the ransmitting antenna?

t

3. What happened to the signal strength when the polarized disc was .

rotated 300?

,,

4. What happened to the reflected angle and signal strengths as the
prism faces were changed,and as the angles were changed?

,

5. Did you find any point in the experiment where the signal-seemed

to be refracted or bent when an object was placed in the microwave

pathi Should the signal path be straight or bent when an object

'is placedAn the path?

-

,

-, )

,

,..

,

'1

1

k.

-

,

,
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Re1atd-d5tuey Assignment No. 9: Smith Chart

Objective:

, Won.completion of this assignment, the student will know the various
,.uses.of,the Smith Chart in microwave calculations.

Introduction:

.

The Smith Chart is a graph or a special electronic slide rule used to
calCulate impedance, matching,'Oswr, and other Values as related to trans-
thissiOn line calculations. The chart contains'values of resistance,
cooductince; impedance, susceptance, admittance, vswr, and reflection
coefficient.

The chart was developed by P. H. Smith to simplify the complex calcula-
.' tions assocTated with transmission lines. The chart is useful not only

in the microwave region but.in AM, FM, TV, and other commercial services..
The recothMended texts cover the Smith Chart very thoroughly with expla-
nations and examples. The student should soNe enough problems using
the Smith Chart to become proficient in its use.

References:

Richard K. Moore, TRAVELING WAVE ENGINEERING", 1960 Ed., 9.94-gg/
M4Graw-Hill Book Co. Pages 250-282.

2. Harotd E. Ennes, 7FM BROMASTING EQUIPMENT, OPERATIONS, AND
MAINTENANCE, lst4e4., Howard W. Sams and Co., Inc. Pages 72-75.

3. 'George Kennedy, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, 2nd Ed., Gregg/
- McGraw-Hill Book Co. Pages 228-239.

Study Questions:

1. Where is the line representing the resistance component located
fc7

on the Smith Chart?

-JX
2. Identify the section of the chart that would give values of

3. List six different things that can be calculated using a Smith Chart.

112
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4. Identify the scale where transmission coefficient would be read.

s

,

R.S.A 9

PAGE 2 OF 2

,

,

5. How many wavelengths aro contained in one revolution (one trip
arqmnd the circumference) of the Smith Chart?

_

1'

6. How many degrees are contained in one,revolution of the Smith Chart?

,

i
l'"
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Job: Smith Chart Calculations

Objective:

The student .will solve for various values by using the Smith Chart.

Todls, Materials, and Equipment:

1. Smith Chart
2. Compass

. 3. Ruler

References:

I.

1. Richard K. Moore, TRAVELING WAVE ENGINEERING, 1960 Ed. , Gregg/

McGraw-Hill Book Co. Pages 250--282.

Narold E. Ennes, AM/FM BROADCMTING:. 'EQUIPMENT, OPERATIONS, AND

MMNTENANCE, 1st Ed., Howard W. Sams Publishing Co. Pages 72-75.

Procedure:
.

1. Determine the input impedance to a line that is terminated with

a resistive load when the characteristic impedance (Zo) of the

is 48 ohms, the terminating resistor is 75rohms (sr), the wavelength

is 1 meter, and the line is 1.1 meters fong. First, n6rmalize

the values (this is necessary to use the Smith Chart) by dividing
the terminating resistance, Zr, by the line Impedance, Zo.

75 = 1.56. (Since the load is pure resistance, it is 75 + jp.)

.47

2. Draw a circle with a compass on the Smith Chart with a radius that

extends from 1.0 (the center of t14 chart) to 1.56 on the vswr
line (horizontal line to the right of center).

3. Rotap twice around the chart (each rotation = . x ) beginnin§

a 5 wavelengths (extreme-Fight hand side of hart). Move

in the direction towards generator. Since the 1 ne is 1.1 wave-

lengths long, it is necessary to c6ntinue to rotate .1 wavelength

to .35 (.25 + .1 = .35).

4. Draw a line from .35 to the center of the chart.

5. Read thkresistancg component on the horizontal line extending
from the center of the chart to the left. The reading.will be

taken at the point where.the circle (drawn irf Step 2) crosses the

resistance line or .65.

6. Read the reactive component where the circle intersects the line

drawn from .35 to the center of the chart or .45 capacitive (-jo.45)
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Prpcedure: Continued

7. Calculate the sending end impedance by multiplying the line im-

pedance (Zo). 48 (.65 - jo .45) = 31.2 - j 21.6 (See Fig. 1)

8. Calculate the sending end impedance (Zs) for a load that is purely
reactive where the load is Zr = 2.2 Zo and t'fie line is 1.1 Wave-

lengths long. First draw a line from the center of the chart to
2.2 on the outer circle (extend this line on across the outer

scales).
9. Read the distance toward the generator or .182.

10. Read the angle of 'reflection coefficlent or 49°.

.11. Rotate around the chart two revolutions (each mtation equals

.5 wavelengths long) or .182' to .182 to .182 to .282 (.182 + .1 = .282).

it. Draw a line from the center of the chart to .282 on the "wavelength

toward generator" scale.
13: Read the intersection of the line in Step 12 and the outer circle

of the.chart or 5.05 or Zs'= j 5.05 Zo (see Fig. 2). "...'"

14. Calculate the length of a maiching,shorted stub and ti* distance

. that the stub is located from the load wheh the line is 50 ohms

and the load is 40 + j 32. First, normalize the impedance of the

ltad by dividing 40 j 32 by 50 ohms. 40 4- j32 = .8 + j0.64.

. 50
. .

15. 1,1:5,ate .8 on the resktance line (the horizontal line to the left

of center on the Smith Chart).

16. Move u ard and to the right along the .8 line until the .64

tpoPnt is reached (the point where a line drawn from the inductive

compo ent at .64 would intersect.tbe .8 line).,

:)
17. Draw a circle whose radius is the -.8 + jO.th point to the center

of th Smiih Chart. e
.

18. Draw a line from the center of the chart through.the .8 4. j0.64

Toint"to the outermost scale of the:chart. c-

6. Draw a line through the ixpint wtierethe circle (drawn iniStep 17)

. crosses the circle.passing through 1.0 (cent6- of the chart).or

.
4-j0.75 above thi horizontal line passing through the center of the

chart. Extend this line'to the gutermos scale of the chart.

20. Read the "wavelengths toward generator" scale where the lines
drawn in Steps _17 and 19 intersect lt or .128 and '052. Subtract

.152 - .128 = .024.. This is'the distance tha.t the stub is located
. -

from the load. of-

21. Locate the point that corresponds to -j0.75 capacitive reactance.
Draw a line from tbe center of the chart through the point just

located (-j0.75) extending, it on tce"the oUtermost circle of the

chart. (To cancel the +j0.75 reactance.) .-,..-

22. Read_phe value where this line crosses the "wavelength toward generator"

scalg or .3975. This is the lengtg of the matching shorted stub.'

23. 'Check with your instructor to see if additional problems have been

.assigned.

Li 5

,

3.
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1. Where is the line corresponding to Iswr located on the Smith Chart? 1

r..

JOB 9

PAGE 3 OF 6

2. Wherse is the section corresponding to inductive susceptance located
on,the Smith Chart?

3. why are values of impedancpi "normalized" for use with the Smith
Chart?

det%
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MICROWAVE Its A
1' 4

Related Study Assign ent NO. 10: Microwave,Recelvers

4
Objective;

Upon completion of this assignment the student will: (1) Be acquainied

with the various sections of a typical microWave receiver and (2) be

required to/pass a wriltten examination with a score of 75% or more.

Introduction:

The microwave receiver of today is very similar to receivers operathg
in the lower frequency bands.- The major differences are: (1) The

frequencies employed by the local oscillator and intermediate-frequency
amplifiers and (2). the shapes and sizes of various components.

The input signal is usually fed directly to a balanced mixer for conversion
to the intermediate frequency rather than being amplified first,by a
radio frequency,amplifier and then being mixed or heterodyned to the

4 IF frequency. The balanced mixer enables the circuit to cancel any

noise input from the local oscillator, Both klystron and solid state

local oscillators are fed into the balanced mixer 'type circuit. Fig.1

shows a basic balanced mixer circuit.

RF IN

RING HYBRID TUNED Gig*
IF OUT

1--Balanced Mixer Circuit

:1
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Introduction.: Continued

After mixing,the heteródyned signal is usually fed into an intermediate

frequency preamplifier. Two popular frequencies of IF's are 130 MHz
and 70 MHzalthough the frequenCy may be any value. The preamplifier
increases the signal amplitude and passes it to the IF amplifier.
Here the signal is raised again and bandwidth is takel into consider-
atiorf for accurate reproduction of the transmitted signal.

A
Demodulation stages foltOw'the IF amplifier and some method 9f automatic

gain,control (AGC) is usuSlly taken from this point to feed back to earlier

stabes to increase or decrease the gain of these amplifiers. This assures
13a fairly constant, output signal even under fluctuating input signaL

due to path dhanges. At this same point many units develop an automatic
frequengy control (AFC) voltage to correct the local oscillator frequency
so as to always,produce the intermediate frequency under varying signal

conditions. The dembdulated signal itself.is fed on to other amplifiers
(video, audio,setc.) to bring the signal amplitude up to the desired

level./

Noise figure is important in any receiver. Noise figure is defined as

f9llows: In a network (such as an input circuit to a receiver) when
an antenna is conn cted to the input, the noise figure is the ratio of

44
the total signal- 7noise power ratio at the input terminals to the total

signal-to-noise w& ratio at the output terminals after correcting
, for the bandwfdth of ,the receive'r. If it were possible to build a receiver

that generated no noise within its circuits, noise would be introduced
into the receiver when it is connected to an antenna. Any signal that

is present then must compete with the noise input. Any noise generated
within the receiver adds to the input nbir and the input signal must
be yet stronger to overcome the totalnoise.

p.

R.S.A.
10

PAGE_2 OF
4

,..

TO calculate the noise factor of a network the. following equation can

be used:

Sin

Nf = kTB

S out

. N out

where NF = noise factpr
Sin'= Signal poWtr input from the.source,
k = Boltzmannis constant (1.374 x 10-23)

T = absolute temperature (degrees Kelvin)
B = noise bandwidth of the network

S out = power output of the signal
N out = power output of the noise

If more than one network is used (as would be ih a typical receiver),

the noise output is cumulative and would be equal to the equation:

NF 1,2 = NF1 NF2 - 1

PI

:
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Introduction: Continued

where NF1,2 = combined noise figure of 2 networks

IF] = noise ligure of network 1

NF2 = ncrise figure of network 2

PI = pOwer gain available from network 1.

RF

IN

R.S.A. 10

PAGE 3 Or 4

,

input and output impedances will change the amount of output sign01 and

output noise of a netWork or receiver.

These equations above are given to show how noise and signal are related

as to useful output and how the signal input must be strong enough at

the antenna terminals to overcome the,inherent noise. If the-calcula-

tions for transmission path gains and loSses are correct; the signal

arriving at the receiver will be, morethan,the millimum required to pro-

duce a useable output. Path calculations are covered in another R.S.A.

Bandwidth is impo t ih the receivercircutts. Bandpass shape is the

curve showing outptt vokage or power of the amplifiers in relation

to frequency as the input signal iver'is held constant. Phase response

of an amplifier can become important in some receivers where transients

are present. The phase of a signal can be shifted as it passes through

an amplifier, thus changing the output data. Instructions for measuring

and adjyieting the receiver for bandwidth, bandpass shape, and phase

,tuning hre usually covered in detail in the alignment instructions of'the

manufacturer's maintenance manual.
1.

A typical microwave receiver block diagram is shown in Fig. 2

BANDPASS

FILTER

MIXER a

OREAMP
A

IF .

AMPS

DEMOD 0-JJASEBAND

AMPS

LOCAL
OSC

POWER

SUPPLY

Fig. 2--Microwaye Recelver.81o6C Diagram

1 2

AGG .DATA

OUT

if
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PAGE

-*Alarm circuits are usually optional extras to warn the operating per-

sonnel of a failure or to automatically switch to a standby.unit. .

,This can minimize or, elimihate loss of operating time where "hot standbY"

equiPment is avall4blerWswitch into servi66.

1<
*The mk544.040echnician will ftnd that the typical microwave receiver,

is nOt*0060erent from other recelvi-s that have bedh encOuntered

in otherlAlces. They are designed for ease of maintenance with plenty

of test points and metered circuits for quick diaplosis and repair.

-

urK.. '":

^

References:

1. George Kennedy, E4gRONie.toMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, 2nd Ed., Gtegg/

McGraw-Hill Boo i4d pages 536,.537t and 550.e
. Study .Questions:, Mb.

t. What type mixer is usually employed in a ,microwave'recelver? Why?'

r+.

2. What devices are usually found operating in tHe. focal oscillator

.circuit?'
i

, ..,. . /

3. befine "noise figure."

4. boes the noise generated in one stage add".to the noise generated

,
in a second stage to produce a total noise signal?

')
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Job: Draw Block Diagram of Microwave Receivers

Objective:
.92

The student will: (1) Draw a block-diagram of a typicad micilowave
receiver and (2) Identify the various sections of a microwave receiver
by writing the 9pmes of the blocks in-the diagram.

-

Job Information:

-
The student should beffami 1 iar with the variou's.blocki of.a microwave

receiver block diagr4: This will 'enable one Itc;t determine signal paths
through the receRter and to identify the functlpk,gr purpose of each
section. Review, if necessary, the R.S.A. on mierb-wave receivers.

Tools, Materfals, and EquiPment;

1. Penci 1

2. Paper

References:

1. R.S.A. 10 of Microwave

Procedure:

1. Draw a block diagycm of a-typical miCrowave receiver.
- 2. Label each block of the above diagram with the appropriaie name.

Job Quest i6s: ..,.,), _ , , --

,
v4

.\, 1. How xioes the block-diagram of the microwave receiver differ from
the block diagram of a broadcast band receiver? ,

1

,

2. What stage is inissing from the 'blodk diagram that is typically found
in other superheterodyne receivers?
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Related Study Assignment No. 11: Microwave Transmission Path Calculations

- Objective:

qpon completion of 'this assignment, the student will: (1) Be acquainted

with microwave transmission phenomena in relation to the line of sight

propagation, (2) learn how to calculate several values that must be
ascertained when installing or modifying micrywave transmitting and
receiving apparatus, an& (3) be required to pass a written examination

with a score of 75% or more.

I ntroduct ion:

Microwave energy is.transmitted or received in.a narrow beam comparable
to the beam of a spotlight or flashlight. The energy from the transmitter

is focused into this narrow beam for several reasons. The two.primary

reasons are to increase the distance that the signal may be transmitted

by concentrating all the energy, in one direction and to prevent radiation
in a direction'that would not be useful to the broadcaster or that would

cinterfere with other services on the .same frequency if "scatter" were

permitted.

---Under actual operating conditions, the microwave-beam does not travel
in Vist a single path but takes an infinite number,of paths and Is in-
fluenced.by weather, atmosphere, terrain, and man-made obstructions.
It may-experience refractions in any direction. These factors may cause

intermittent fading, poor reception, or aloss of the signal entirely.
s

To assure that the system provides'the greatest possible reliability,
the technician must provide the Peet possible installation of all appara-
tus and maintain theequipment at optimum operating levels.

Since.the signal may al4ive at the receiver from several different
paths, a system of'numbtring these paths has been devi.sed and the paths

are called Fresnel zones. The first Fre:snel zone is the Straight line

path between the transmitting and receiving antenna. There are a great

many other Fresnel zones, According to the numbering system', all even
numbered zones are related to the first zone on a half-mve basis and
a4180° out of phase and, tend.to have a canceling effect. All odd'

numbered zones are related on a full-wave basis to zone'l and are phase

additive. The most desirable signal them is contained in the first

zone. if at ail possiple then, the first zone should provide the
besf path while eliminating or severely linilting all other zones.'

1.25'
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The fJ,.rst zone must be in a path that is free of all obstructions
s buildings, trees, or even the earth itself. A clearance of

about ?6 timei the radius (of the circle that makes up the first ibne)

is a standard value when calculating the path. If it is assumed-that

a large obstruction is in the path and the first zone radius needs to

be known at the point of obstruction, it can be calculated using

r = 72 ply"
T

where r =.radtus of the zone.in feet
x = distance froetransmitting antenna to the obstruction in miles

y = distance from the obstruction to the receiving antenna in miles

1 = length of the entire path in miles
f = frequency in GHz

Since microwave frequenCies are line of sight signals and the earth

is curved, it becomes apparent that the signalvill encounter the earth
at some distance away from the transmitter. The best method to overcome
this obstacle (assuming,that the riath must extend beyond the horizon)

Is to increase the antenna or passime'reflector heighl above the earth.

The transmitting or receiving antenna (pr'both) can be elevated to provide

an unobstructed transmission path. The distance to the horizon may

be calculated using the equation:

d = 1.23 T-E--

where d = distance b) the horizon in miles and
. h = the tranSmfiting antenna height in feet.

tf the receiver antenna is also elevated, the distance to'the horizon is

d = 1.23 ( 51-7+ {Tr-)

where ht = the transmitting antenna height and-

hr =the receiving antenna height.

If the earth has an irregular contour oVer the path; these' irregularities

must be taken into accbUnt. It becomes apparent that some type of,
needed'sholwing the path, elevations of transmitting and receiving

antennas, earth curvature,and obstructions in the path. iSeveral aids

are.available to help- in ploiting.the path.

One aid.that is readily available to'use in determinind'elevations

Is a top'§raphic map of the area. A map will cover a specific area

iand sev,a1 may be,needed If the path is long. These ma0s are available

from the nited States Geological Survey in Washington for,areas east

of the Mississippi .111ver or in Denver, Colorado for ereas west ofthe

Mississippi. Information contained on these maps is elevations of land

areas above sealevel, obstructions such as towers;timbeted areas,

and,other important major obstructions. -

.1

126
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infroduct : Cont inued

Anotherway of determining elevations and obstructions is the use of -

conventronal surveying methods although these are rather time cOnsumin0(__

and costly.

Accurate_altimeters, either hand held or mounted iR aircraft, may be

used.

One other very important factor to consider in path calculations is'

fade margin. If the system is to provide round-the-clock communications

it must be able to produce a quality signal even in adverse weather

conditions. 'For 100% reliability in a 24 hour period the system must c,

deliver.to the receiver a usuable signal for 86,400 seconds (60 seconds

times 60 minutes times 24 hours). For99% reliabitity the signal cou1.4

be inferior or nonexistent for a period of,14 minutes a day. Obviously;\

this i
unsatisfactory so the system.must be designed with a higher

percentage of reliability' in mind. ;11,

lf the path values are calculated for the:minimum signal strength

to operate the receiver, there will be no.fade margin. .Most systems

have reserve gain incorporated into the equipment by increasing transmitter

. power, using a higher gain-antenna, adding a receiver preamplifier,

or installktg-relay stations between the originating and terminating

points.
P

The factorS to'Consider when determining path values are transmission

line losses (transmitting and receiving), signal loss in free space,

antenna gain (transmitter and receiver)and transmitter power output.'

Other considerations are signal-to-noise ratio, carrier-to-noise ratio,

and miscellaneous losses. \

Signal-to-noise ratio of a microwave system depends on antenna gains,

. path attenuation, and equipment design. Antenna 6ains are determined

by the operating frequency, antenna:efficiency, and antenna size; Path

attenuation is affected by operetlhe#equency and the length of the path.

Design consideratio0 in the ecitifijmertt are thermal noise in the receiver,*

deviation (in an FM system), and*Wer output of the transmitter.

Carrier-to'noise ratio in an FM mlcrowave system depends on the -receiver

noise characteristiCs and the amount of signal receiVed. The receiver

noise figure can be obtained from the equipment specifications supplied

by the manufacturer and the received signal can be calculated.ustng the

equation:1

C/N Tp + Gt + Pl Gr - Nr

Where C/N = the carrler-to-noiseL ratio
Tp = the transmitter power in decibels referenced to one milliwatt

(dBm)

Gt = the transmitting:antenna gain in dB
PI = the path loss in dB
Gr.- the receiving antenna gain in dB and

'Nr = the receiver noise figure in dBm.

>

1 27
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Example:

Assume the following values
1

Transmitter output +23 dBm

Gt (parabola gain) +40 dB
I

PI (x miles at fx) -138 dB

Gr (parabola gain) -+38.3 dB.

Received signal ----5:7 dBm

Receiver noise figure . . -(43.1) dBm

Carrier to noise = . 46.4 dB

PAGE 4 OF 8

the microwave signal suffers loss (as does any other radio wave) as

it passes throbgh space. The path attenuation (loss in dB) is calciliated

using the equation:

PI = 36.6 + 20.Log10 FMHz + 20 Loglo D mJles

00'

where PI = path loss in dB
FMHz = carrier frequency in Megahgxtz

D miles = distance of the path
36.6 = a constant

Example: (using assumed values)

PI = 36.6 + 20 Log10 6000 MHz + 20 Log10-30 miles

36.6 + 20 (37781) + 20-(1.4772)
'36.6 + 75.56 + 29.54

P1 = 141.7 dB .

This equation comes from a comparison of'two isotropic antennas where

one antenna is located at each end of the traniMission path. The

free'space loss is ihe amount of signal that Aoes not arrive at the re-

.ceivinT antenna after being-radiated by the transmitting antenna. Since

.energy radiated by an^isotropic antenna is proPagated equa11y in all

directions, the total ,emer§y radiated ts retated to the area of a

,
sphere o? X2/4xr, the area of the kotropk-aritenna. (Antisotropic

antenna is defined as a hypothetical antenna -radiating or neceiving

equally-well in all directions and ist sometimes referred to as a unipole.

As used with electromagnetic waves,-unipoles do not exist physically

but represent convenient refbrence antennas for expressing directive

properties ofactual .antennas.

The path loss between two isotropic antennas may be expressed as the

ratio of powertradiated- to power received or

Pt
P= ""'"'"

Pr

where he radiated power and

'Pr pdWer received'

,

Or
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Introduct ion : Cont inued

or

PI = r2 4ir
.

Where r = the racitus of a sphere and

= the area,of an isotropic,antenna.

rrr
The area of the sphere is, r24rr . See Fig. I.,

NOTE:

r and x must be in the.same
measurement units such as inches,

fmeters, etc.

R.S.A.
11
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a

TRANSMITTED POWER

Area of the sphere s 4Trr2

RECEIVED POWER

Area of Isotropic radiator

(x= waveength)

Fig. 1--Ratio of Power 'Transmitted, to Power Received

Antenna gain of a parabola (or other aperture-type antenna that is

circular in shape) may be found using

G = E( Tr 1))2

where E =.effIciency
= diameter

A = wavelength

Example: (using assumed values)

rr182.7 ) 2 \

3 143 x 182 7 2

3

= .5 x 36567 .

E = 50%

D = 182.7 cm (6 ft)

x= 3 cm (1t, 10 Gliz)

= 18283 (or in dB'= IQ Log 101,)8283., 42.6 dB)
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Charts on various sjzes of parabolic reflectors and their gains at

different frequencies are found in any good communicattons textbook

and these should be referred to when needed.

Signal-to-noise ratio of an FM microwave installation can be calculated

using the equation:

Wi
S/N (in dB) = C/N1 (in dB) + 10 Loglo B -frm.+ 20 Luy10 \Fr

dev

F.

. Where

!* S/0 (in dB) = signal to nolOse volfage ratio in dB

C/N1(in dB) = carrier to noise I41 dB

BWif = intermediate frequency bandwidth.in MHz

= highest modulating frequency .

Fd = highest microWave frequency deliiation in MHz

S = signal in kms volts

= noise IR RMS volts-
=,carrier in RMS volts

NI = 10 noise in RMS volts
2

For the power ratio; Justsqueie S/N or (S/N)2 = (C/N)2 x "if x 3 x T" 2
Fd

Receiver noise (Nr) power is calculated using the equation:

4 Nr = Nf KTB

where Nf = receiver noise figure

K =1Boltzmann Constant (1.374 x 0-
23
)

T = temperature in,degrees Kelvin

B = bandwidth in hertz.

1"

Miscellaneous-losses aVie.found in isolators, skin effect losse4 in

waveguides,'InIsalignment of antennas and/or.reflectors, accumulation

of foreign matter on antennas, and polarization errors.

The net path loss then is composed of the free space loss plus all other..

losses minus the antenna gains or PLnet = OL + ML - AA where 01. = the

free space loss, ML = misc. loss, and.AA = gain of all antennas and

reflectors. The receiver,input signal then is Rin = Tout - PLnet

(Rin = Receiver power.in, Tout = transmitter output in dBw, and PLnet

.is the net path loss).

An aCtualot of the.path shOuld be placed omOtph paper, either the,

kind'designed for this purpose or ordinary 10 square paper that has

been corrected to 'aL4/3 natio to.compensate for the earth's curvature.

A Rieet of this paper is supplied with the jcib associated with this R.S.A.
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Sin e the earth is rarely a smooth curve but is made up of hills and
valleys, small rises or depretsions, etc., contour must be taken. into

account. Assuming a path of 25 miles and a rather high hill at a distance
from the transmitter of 10 miles 'a calculation for correction is neCessary.

Using the equation h = xy gives a value of (T0) (15) = (150)r 75ft

(h = bulge of the earth with a hill at distance 4(y = path minus x)
Next, solve for the iadius octhe first Fresnel zone using the equation

given earlier)r = 72q 72 400(15)
(25)(7)

72 vigf 72 (.5726). = 66.65 ft.

Minimum clearance is ..6 times 66.65 ft and eqUals 40 ft. When the mini-

mum clearance is added to H (75ft) the antennas must be mounted at a

height of 115 ft. Any other obstructions in the path would also require

additional elevation of the antennas or reflectors.

R.S.A.
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11

An evaluation of an assumed path using tWe' following values will give
an.overview of the calculations that le necessary.

Assume: Transmitter power = 4 watts (6 Ow)
Waveguide loss = 1.'dB pei- 100 ft.

Waveguide length = 150 ft. per run (2 runs)

6 ft. par'abo1a-1 50%_ efficiency (42,5 dB) 2 dishes

Path 1 ength = 25 -m1-les

Frequency = 01-1z

.6 Fresnel zone clearance
Free space path ioss = 141.5 dB

(6 dBw is a 6 dB indrease over a 1 watt reference -3 dB would be a power
gain of 2x, another 3 dB would '6e 2x, hencorr2 x 1 rtt = 2W and 2 x 2W,=

4W or' 6 aw)
. .v .

,

PLnet = PL - (antenna ains - waveguide loss)
,

= 59.5 dB

Received inpui power is Pr = Pt - Plnet

Pr = 6 dBw - 59 r53 da

. and (at 50 ohms input impedance)
-Receiver voltage in 'I= IriVerse Log db x 7.07

. 4 . 21")

RCVR in.= Inv log ..:§-1x 7.07 = .0022 x 7.07 = .015827 volts or 15,827.
e

microvol ts 20
.

= 141.5 - -(85 - )
= 141.5 -4.,82 '

A

where JIM in. = in volts relate Ito dB at 1 watt and .

7.07 . = the RMS voltagelibcross a'50 ohm load at 1 watt.

'13-k
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The equipment to be installed or maintained will slictate the amount
of power output from the transmitter and'the required signal Input for

the receiver. These values will dictate the antenna gains necessary

. to overcome all losses associated with the system. If the technician

understands the path losses and how to solve problems associated with
these losses, the result will be a more reliable communicationt system.*

4

References:

r%

1. Harold E. Ennes, AM/FM BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT, OPERATIONS AND MAIN-
TENANCE, 1st Ed.., Howard W. Sams Publishing Co. Read pages 344-355.

2. John D. Kraus; ANTENNAS, 1950 Ed., Gregg-McGraw-Hill Book1Co.

3. Richard K. Moore; TRAVELING-WAVE ENGINEERING; 1960 Ed., Gregg/
McGraw-Hill Book Co.]

4. George Kennedy, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, 2nd Ed., Gregg/
McGrdw-Hill Book Co. Read pages 536, 537, and 550.

,Study Questions:

1. What are Fresnel zones?

2. What is the mintftm,Clearance for the first Fresnel zone when cal-

-culating the path?

3. What aid for path plotting is readily available from the U.S.
Geological, Survey office?

4. The system should have a reliability of better than whit perc ntage

(fade margin)L

5. What factors Must be*conskdered when determining path calculations?

What is an isotropic antenna?

Mame four losses (other than free spaceloss) that are found in
1.41crowave systems.

1

46
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Job: Mici-owave Path Calculations

Objective:

The student will calculate a typical 'microwave path using the information

supplied.

Tools, Materials, and Equipment:

1. Pencil
2. Paper
). Ruler #
4. Microvave profile chart

ieferences:

1. Harold E. Dines, AM/FM BROADCASTIN9-.EQ.UiPMENT, OPERATION§4 AND 4

MAINTENANCE, 1st Ed., Howard 'W. Sams Publishing Co. Read pages

344-355.

2. R.S.A. 11 Of Microwave.

Procedure:

1. Calculate the first.Fresnel zone,radius for a path of 32 mrles

where the transmitting antenna is located at a height,of 200 ft., ,

the eeceiving antenna is at 500*feet, the frequevy is 7 GHz, '

the distance from the transmitting antenna to a certain obstruction

122 ft. high at 17 miles and,the distance from the ctbstr

7
tion ,

to the receiving antenna is 15 miles. Transmitter power s 2 watts.

2. Calculate the clearance needed for the frrst Fresnel_idn in the

problemrin Step 1.

,3. Calculate the distance to the hoeizon in tha above problem.

4. Calculate the path loss in dB for Step 1.

5. Calculate the antennafgain of a parabolic reflector with a diameter

of,8 ft. and an efficiency of 62% operating at 7 Gilz.\

6. Calculate the receiver input power in dB. \,

7. Calculate the receiver input voltage (assum ohm input-impedance

_and no transmission line losses).

Job Questions:

1. Why must the height of a hill or tall, building be taken into account

when calculating a microwave path?

133
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Job Questions: Continued

2. What consideration would be necessary if the transmitting and receiving
antennas were mounted on towers whose bases were not at the same
distance above sea level?

3. Why is the microwave path calculated to eliminate all the Fresnel
zones except the first one?

4. Why is reliability (operating time percentage) important as relate8
to the microwave system?

4 9

134
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Related Study Assignment NO. 12: Multiplex

Objective.:

Upon completion of this assignment, the 'stUdent will become familiar

with the various equipment that comprises a multiplex system for trans-

mission of data on a microwave system.

'intrOduction:

Multiplexing (commonly abbreviated MUX) fs,the method or system uSed

to transmit and receiVe 2 or.more signals 'while using only one transmitter

carrier Agave as-a mediuM.
,

Various systems are in Use today and it would. be impossible to cover
every-manufectdrer's equipment so only a typical system will be dis-

cussed in this R.S.A.

yin overall block diagi-Am of a multiplex systeM is shown in Fig. 1.

A system can be bunt to include more-and.more data channels.by "pyra-

miding" or adding additional units. 6

I OPTIONAL

Ch14-8Khz

Ch2 8-12

Oh 3 12-16,

Ch 4 16-20

DATA
Ch 5. 20-24

it)" Oh 6 24.-28

Ch 7 28-3

Oh 8 32,-36

Ch 9 36 -40

Ch 10 40-44 Khz

REC:MUX

.

I RiC.1

AMP

'135

'Fig, 1--Basic MUX SysteM',

I TRANSMIT

AMP

OPTIONAL

Oh I

SAME,

AS

RECEIVER

-I Oh 10

XMT MUX

A
s.1

DATA
IN 0

.1
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Major units of the system are modulators, crystal oscillators,'Ohannet
amplifiers, group amplifiers, demodulators, and power supply. (Here

agains,'a manufacturer may call one of the components by.another name.)

If the system is to carry voice Messages it will be divided into channels
that are 4 kHz wide (since only about 3 kHz is needed to produce ade7
quate voice communications): Normally, a channel amplifier will contain
approximately 10 individual channels beginning at 4 kHz and goingup
to 44 kHz with an optional channel from 0 to 4 kHz.. These.channels
are numbered 1 thragh 10 with the optional channel referred to as ser-
vice channel, etc. An amplifier that will pags all the frequencies

4 containedln the ten channels follows the channel amplifier output.

If an additional ten voice channels are needed, a seoond channel amplifier
Jdentical to the first is added with its output fed to the same type
broadband amplifier. At this point it is necessary to lrterodyne the

. output of the broadband amplifier to frequencies other than 4 to 44 kHz
so a group modulator (or oscillator, etc.) is added (usually in the
range*of 52--92 kHz). -This output will use SSB tranmhission and will
use either upper or lower sidebands of each channel. A third set of
yoke channels may be added.using 4--44 kHz channel amplifiers as in

the first two sets. This set of channels would then use the opposite
.1 4 sideband of the one used in'set nuMber.two.

-Sinde the voice channels are each 4 kHz wide there-must be some filters
located within the eircuit to minimize cross talk between'channels.
These ftlters would need to be desighed to have very sharp leading and
trailing edges on their response curves. Some manufacturers use crystal
ftlters which are quite expensive but very effective. Filters are used
extensively throughout the entire frequency range of the multiplex sys-
tem and will appear in the block and schematic diagrams of the various
brands on the market today.

MUkareno.tiHmited to use wtthmicromve relay systems but are'usee'
extensively by telephone companies, industry, and governmental agencies.
They are fed into telephonetvire circuits (in seVeral cbnfigurations),
VHF, UHF, or microwave radio Eircuits. The communications student who

Aoes'into the field of servicing apparatug used to exchange infonmation
will sooner or later encounter a multiplex operation..

StudY the block diagram taking special note of the frequencleS used
as input and,output 'to each block. This Is, of course, only one
of the vstems that are in use today but represents the basic idea of
multiplex transmission,systems.

ReferenceS:,

1. 5George Kennedy; ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, 2nd Ed., Gregg/
McGraw-Hill Book CO. Read pages 109--110, 526-532, and 599-7594.

)
,

136
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LINES

-.-f"chIIO 4 44 Khz -

I.
Ch 11-20

4-44 LSB*

Ch 2130
4 - 44 USB*H -

H Ch 31-40

. DATA Ch 41- 50 1.--
11NES

Ch 51 - 60

Ch 61- 70 h_

DATA -Oh 71-80 H
LINES

ch 81-90

GROUP
MOD

GROUP
MOD

52- 92. Khz

R:S.A. 12
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4-140 Khz

100-140 Khz

DUPLICATE

OF
Ch 1-30

DUPLICATE
OF

'?Ch I- 30

*LS8-
LOWER SIDEBAND

U SS - UPPER S1DEBAND

CP-

4-140

4-140

Fig. 2--A 90. Channel MUX
(wi thout f i 1 ters being shown)

IA

SUPER
GROUP
MOD

152-288 Khz

GRO
MOD

296-432 Khz

INPUT OR
- OUTPUT

4-432 Khz

4.
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Name: Date: Grade:

DIRECTIONS: In the blank 58ace 4efore each statement, write the letter

corresponding with the correct answer.

1. Most microwave equipment operates in the range of

A. 1 kMHz to 50 GHz

B. 1 GHz to 50 GHz
C. 1090 MHz to 50 GHz
t. A and B above
E. A, B, and C aliove

2. Modern day usage of microwaves does not include

A. point-to-point data transmission.

B. frequencies up to 100,000 GHz.

C. special transmission lines.
D. parabolic antennas.

E. omnidirectional antennas.

3. A microwave frequency'of 5.88 GHz has a wavelength of

A. .5 meter.

B. .05 meter':

C. 50 cm.

D. 1.75 inches.

E. .159 inch.

4 One characteristic of microvave circuits is

A. all vacum tube constnuction.
B. all solid state construction.

C. critical component-Olacement..
D. standard electronic components are always used.

E. none of the above.

5. A p rabolic antenna is *

a special circular polarized antenna.
a special cdllinear array.

C. 6 special unidirectional antenna.

0. a special multidirectional antenna.

E. a special slot antenna.

141
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6. Microwaves are used to cook food by

A. ,x-ray radiation.

B. rapid reversal of current flow.

C. heating from anode heat sinks.

D. narrow beams focused on containers.

E. molecular structure change.

7. TransmissiOn of,microwaves can be

A. on regular transmission lines.

B. along the surface of conductors.

C. along .special hollow pipes.

D. B and C above.

E. A, B, nd C above.

R.S.A
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8. One speciajl precaution to observe while morking arodnd microwave

equipment is

A. wear protective clothing.
B. never touch active transmission lines.

C. adjust only with insulated tuning tools.

D. never look into open waveguides.

E. all of the above.
J.

9; Voltages and currents in microwave transmission lines4

A. 'are'propagated as in all other transmission lines.

B. are of a secondary consideration.
C.4 are always at right.angles ,to the wavegOde farge dimension.

D. require silver plated lines.

E. propagate only where air is the dielectric.

10. Twice the wavelength of the dominant mode of a rectangular wave-

guide is kncmn as the

A. operating frequency.
. B. guide wavelength.

C. cutoff frequency.

D. traverse frequency.

E. resonant frequency.
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Name: Date:
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Grade:

DIRECTIONS: In the blank space before each statement, write the letter
corresponding with the correct answer.

I. Deemphasis is employed primarily in the

A. modulator.
B. oscillator.

receiver.
D. baseband amplifier.
E. wav uide.

2. Aiweatherproof covering for a microwave antenna.is called a

A. weatherhead.
B. parabola.
C. buttonhook.
D. radome.
E. diffuller.

3. Moisture accumulation in waveguides can be prevented by

A. pressurized lines.
B. weatherproof antennas.
C. loQg horizontal runs.
D. sealing klystron cavities.
E. none of the above.

I. The number of channels a baseband will accept is determined by

A. the carrier fr6quency.
B. the data levels.
C. the wavelength in centimeters.

' D. the preemphasis network.
E. . the isolator frequency.

5. Typical gain of a parabolic antenna may be

A. 20,000 to 40,000 dB.
B. 2,000 to 40,0001dB. ,

C. 2,000 to 40,000.
D. 20,000 to 40,000
E. 20,000 to 400;000.

1 3
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6. Discontinuities Between the dish and the waveguide aee corrected by,

A. using shock mounts on the dish.

, B. using flexible waveguldes.

)C. using shock mounts on the transmission line.
tightening bolts properly.

E. none of the above.

7. One microwave oscillator that contains several tuned cavities is the

A. magnetron.
B. back wave oscillttor.
C. traveling wave t be.

D. reflex klystron.

E. tunnel diode.

8. A dent in a waveguide

A. Increases swr.

B. increases power losses.'

C. does not ,ehange propagation characteristics.

D. A and B abovdt.

E. none of the 'above/

9. Microwave transmitters are usually

A. ampli.tude modulated

B. frequency modulated.

C. pulsed.,

D. operated AO (A Zero).
E. operated FO (F zero).

10. Whish_is not a true diode?

A. imp'act avalanche diode

B. hot-carrier diode
C. PIN diode
D. step recovery didde
E. Gunn diode

411.
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Name:, Date: Grade:

4'

DIRECTIONS: An the blank,space before each statement, write the letter

corresponding with the cOrrect answer.

I. A reflex klystron Ir

A. is tuned mechanically.

B. is,usually amplitude modulated.

C. 4contains no grid.
D. produces relatively high power output.

E. has electrical and mechanical adjustmeht_

2. A magnetron IN\

. A. .has a high average power output.

B. has a high positive anode potential.

C. is used primarily-in microwave relay systems.

D. has a highly negative cathode and grounded anode:

E. A and.B above.

3. A helix is

A. a coil external of the TWT.

B. an inteenal coil of the TWT.

C. at a high negative potential.
E. Oe cavity portion of the TWT.

E. a lossy coil surrounding the anode .

4. A BWO

A. has a two-wire helix and unbalanced output.

B. has a tunable cavity.

C. is voltage tunable.

D. uses a lossy attenuator.

E. has low efficiency.

5. A varactor

A. is a good cavity osc Ilator.

B. U tuned using a metal screw:

C. is a good frequency multiplier.

D. has a lineae voltage drop across it.

E. A and B above.
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6. PIN,diodes are useful as

A. microwave detectors.

B. modulators.

C. waveguide swqches
D. A, B,,and C above.

E. B and C above.

7. Gunn diodes

A. have lower power output than, LSA diodes.

B. are not true microwave oscillators.

C. are unable to withstand peak powers.

D. contain two junctions instead of one.

E. have relativell, high power output at 50 GHz.

8. A ferrite isolator js used as

A. a waveguide insulatot'.

B.- a waveguida,switch.
C. parallel rgonant circuit to pass energy along a waveguide.

D. a wavetrap.

E: a waveguide mixer.

R.S.A.
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ar

9. A YIG resonator can be used as

A. a special cavity resonator.

B. a waveguide tuning device.

C. a tunable band-pass filter.

D. a frequency measuring indicator.

E. a waveguide dummy load.

circulator is a

A. type of directional coupler.

B. special oscillator-mixer.
C:stype of oscillator feedback circuit.

D. vswr indicator.

E. a waveguide rotating joint.

4 rv
C)
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Name: Date: Grade:

..,

DIRECTIONS: In the blank space before each statement, write the letter
corresponding with the correct answer.

1. Klystrons are usually

A. 'frequency modulated.
B. amplitude modulated.
C. 'double sideband supressed carrier modulated.
D. single sideband suOessed carrier modulated.
E. vestigal sideband modulated.

2. Input data to the modulator is supplied by the

A. differential amplifier.
B. Altiplex amplifier.
C. baseband amplifier.
D. circulator.
E. duplaer.

/

\
1

3. Bandwidths encountered in microwave systems may be

A. 5 kHz or less.
B. 50 kHz to 40 MHz.
C. 5 kHz to 50 kHz.
D. 5 kHz to 40 kHz.
E. 50 kHz or less.

c

4. Modulating voltages are usually impressed upon the klystron

A. cavity.
B. control grid.

C. cavity grid.
D. repeller.

E. anode.

5. The bandwidth of a television video signal is

A. 4.5 kHz.

B. 6.8 kHz.

C. 6.8 MHz.

D. 4.5 MHz.
E. 7.6 MHz.
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6. Modulation in a transistor microwave oscillator crrcuit is usually

applied to the

A. .baseband amplifier voltage.

B. driver amplifier voltage.

C. output amplifier voltage.

D. AFC amplifier voltage.

E. transistor bias voltage.

7. A microwave transmitter may be modulated using

A. 'amplitude modulation.
B. frequency modulation.

C. phase modulation.

D. B and C above.

E. A, B, and C above.

8. A station that is licensed as 50F3.oRerates with

A. 50 kilowatts frequency modulated.

B. 50 watts frequency modulated.

C. 50 Hz bandwidth frequency modulated.
D. 50 kHz bandwidth frequency modulated.

E. none of the above.

9. The bandwidth is, usually determined by the

A. baseband amplifier.

B. transmitter oscillator.

C. preemphasis network.

D. transistor bias network.

E. reflex klystron cavity frequency.

ti

10. Input levels to the modulator are adjusted by using a 1

A. variable pad in the multiplex system.

B. variable pad in the klystron circuit.

C. variable pad in the baseband amplifier.

D. variable Pad in theJtransmitter oscillator.

E. variable pad in the bias network.
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Name: Date: Grade:

DIREcTIONS: In the blank space before each statement, write the letter

corresponding with the correct answer.

1. A waveguide

A. is a good low frequency transmission line.

B. is made from an infinite number of half-wave shorted stubs.

C. has a high dielectric loss.

D. is simpler to construct than coaxial cable.

E. propagates-en rgy at the speed of light.

2. Cutoff frequency o a waveguide is

A. determined by its narrow dimension.

B. determined by the size of the cavity resonator.

S. determined by the half-wave length dimension.

D. determined by the dielectric constant.

E. determined by the length.of the line.,

3. A line formed into a loop in a waveguide magnetic field is called

A. a mode.

B. a stress.
C. an E line.

D. an H line.

E. a boundary condition.

4. The magnetic field in a waveguide

A. is maximum near the edge of the'guide.

4.B. is maximum near the center of the guide.

C. is perpendicular to the surface of the guide

D. can exist alone in a guide.

E. revprses at quarter-wave intervals.

5. E lines are

A. lines of electrostatic stress

B. tangent to the wallS of guide.

C. perpendicular to the walls of the guide.

D. A and B above.

E. A and C above.
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JEST SHEET: continued

6. A TE 0,1 mode in a'rectangular waveguide contains

A. a zero changeacross the vade dimension.

B. a zero change across the 64rrow dimension.

C. two maximums counted around the perimeter.

D. a zero at each side with a maxiMum in the center across the

narra4 dimension.
E. a maximum at top and bottomiand a zero in the center across

the side dimension.

7. Group velocity is

A. the axi .city of a wavefront.

B. the a ',Lint of p ase change per unit length.

C. at t speed of light.

D. grea er than the speed of light.

E. the fagonal velocity of a wavefront.

8. The angle o incidence in a waveguide

A. increases with equency.

B. decreases with f equency.

C. does not change with frequency.
D. can never reach 90 degrees.

E. none of the above.

9. .A waveguide whpse dimeA1ons are 1.4 cm by 2.8 cm will not propagate

a signal of

A. 21.43 GHz.

B. 10.715 GHz

C. 1.3 cm.

D.-2.7.cm.
E. 5.5 cm..

10.- Crossing angle'of a wavefront in a guide is

A. a funCtion of wavelength and dominant mode.

B. a function of frequency and wavelength alone.

C. a function of dominant mode alone.

D. a function of wavelength and cross sectional dimension.

E. a function of cross sectional dimension alone.

v
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Name: Date: Grade:

DIRECTIONS: In the blank space before each statement, write the letter
Eorresponding with the correct answer.

1.

1. The amount of excitation to a waveguide when using a probe may
be controlled by

A. a potentiometer.
B. arheostat.
C. shielding.

D. a loop of wire.
E. none"of the above.

Z. A horn antenna

A. matches line impecance to space
B. is directional.

C. minimizes reflections..,
D. A and B above.

E. A, B, and C a6ove.

3. The radius of a bend in a waveguide section is

A. one-cArter wavelength or less.
B. one-half wavelength or more.
C. one wavelength long or less.
D. two wavelengths or more.
E. one wavelength or more:

. 4

4. A 90 degree bend usu:lly consists of two 45 degree bends lOdked

or

A. me-quarter wavelength apart.
B. one-half wavelength apart.
C. one.Wavelength apart.
D. two wavelengths apart.

E. more than two wavelengths apart.

5. A waveguide choke joint is a

A. tapered section on the narrow dimension.'
B. waveguide section with internal rf chokes.
C. a low loss connection.
D. section utilizing a quarter-wave short circuit.
E. C and D above.

151
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6. The impedance of a rectangular waveguide is

'

A. directly proport.ional to the narrow dimension.

B. inversely propoftional to the narrow dimension.

4( C. directly proportional to the wide dimension.

D. inversely proportional to the dimension.

.E. the same for all sizes of guides.

,

..

,

7. A wedge to terminate a guide Is placed

A. parallel to the magnetic field to cut E lines.

B. perpendicular to the magnetic field to cut E line.

C. parallel to the magnetic field to cut H lines.

D. perpendiculae to the magnetic field to cut H lines.

E. none of the above.

8.. A choke joinemay have a loss of about,
I

A. .01 dB

B. .03 dB

C. .05 dB

D. .1 dB

E. .3 dB
p

9. A waveguide device used to measure incident and reflected power

is a
I

A. directional coupter.

B. twisted section.

C. termination.

D. rotating joint.

E. all of the above.

10. The pnoper location for a capacitive tuning scw on a waveguide

may be found by using a

R. flap attenuator.

B. directional coupler.

C. choke'joint.

D. slide screw tuner.

E. twisted section.

,
I

p

'44

,

,odsf-

,.

,

,
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Name: Date: Grade:

DIRECTIONS: Circle the if the 'sta(ement is true and the "F" if the

statement is false.

T F 1. The input impedance of a silicon crystal diode ii4low.

T F 2. A silicon crystal diode can be used only as a demodulator detector.

T F 3. Impedance matching between the crystal diode and its output circuit

is very important.

T F 4. The operating impedances of the diode are dependent on the construc-
tion of the diode rather than circuit parameters.

T F 5. ,Rectified current output from a silicon crystal diode is usually

in the order 'of .1 ma.

T F 6. Rectified current output is proportional to the effective signal

voltage.

T F 7. Signal output of the diode will be affected by frequency, load, type
of crystal, bias and quantity of signal input.

T F 8. A silicon crystal diode may not be used as a mixer in heterodyne
type receivers.

T F 9. A silicon crystal diode fis constructed of a silicon wafer and a

barium wire.

T F 10. Signal conversion using.a silicon crystal diode produces a power

gain at the output of the mixer stage.

15-
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Name: Date: Grade:

DI,RECTIONS: Match the following with the best answer. Some 'answers may be

used more than once. Each answer counts 5 points.

1. Determines beam width0....
2. Selects radiation pattern

3. A radiator and reflector

4. Uses phase velocity action

5. A flared waveguide

6. Requires illumination

7. Frequency sensitive

8. Very high power gain

9. Feed system

10. Batwing

11. Grid

\`---12. Determi power gain

13. Affects number of lobes

14. Causes unnecessarily large lobe

15. Minimizes minor lobes

16. Very narrow beam width

17. Cone

ANSWERS:

A. lens antenna
B. slot' antenna

C. parabolic reflector
D. angle of flare -

E. horn antenna
F. buttonhook

154

G. length of horn

H. proper design

K. horn shape
M. parabolic'antenna

N. highly directional feed

P. passive reflector:
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Name: Date: Grade:

1 DIRECTIONS: Answer each of the folloWing questions.
,

1. Calculate the sending end impedance to a line of 300 ohms that is 40 feet

long at a frequency of 30 MHz. The line is terminated with a pure resistance

of 450 ohms. ' \
i

2. Determine the sending end impedance of a line terminated with a pure reactance

of 1..8 2o and 1.17 wavelengths long.

.,

3. Calculate the length of a matching shorted stub for a line with a charac-

teristic impedance of 100 ohms and terminated with a complex load of

65 + j20.

l

.
Calculate the distance that the stub will be located from the load.

(

i

--4::

2

1 5 5

t
I

-
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Name: Date: Grade:

DIRECTIONS: Circle the "T" if the statement is true,and the "F" if the

statement is false.

T F 1. Microwave receivers usually do not employ a radio frequency amplifier

stage.

T F 2. A balanced mixer is used in microwave receivers to assure that the

radio frequency signal and local oscillator signal are equal.

Local oscillators in microwave receivers are always klystron tubes

because of the frequencies af which they must oscillate.

T F 4. A popular intermediate frequency amplifierlilip use in microwave receivers

today operates at 455 kHz.

T F 5. Bandwidth is one of the greatest considerations of a microwave receiver.

T F 6. Microwave receivers do not need automatic gain controls because of

the high gains of transmitting and,receiving antennas.

T F 7. Noise figure is defined as the ratio of signal-to-noise power ratio

at the input to tKe total signal-to-noise power ratio at the output.

T F 8. Noise in each stage of a microwave receiver is added for a cumulative

output.

T F 9. The signal arriving at the receiver must be greater than the noise

input to overcome the noise to become useful output.

T. F 10. A receiver with no inherent internal noise will have no noise output

once an antenna is connectedo
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Microwave Transmission Path Calculations
If

Name: Date: Grade:

DIRECTIONS: Circle the "T" if the statement is true and the "F" if the

statement is false.

310T F 1. Path numbering.of microwave signals is called parabolic zones.

T F 2. Even numbered zones are 180 degrees okt-of-phase witfi the first

signal zone in the microwave path.

T F 3. A standard clearance of .06.times the radius of the first path zone

is used to calcu(late the microwa4e path.

T F 4. Whep calculating thc microwave path one needs only to know the curv-

ature of the earth.

T F 5. Signal7to-noise ratio in a microwave system depends on equipment

design.

T F 6. An isotropic antenna is called a monopole antenna.

T F 7. The net path loss is free space loss minus all other losses plus

antenna gains.

T F 8. Reserve gain is sometimes referred to as fade margin.

T F 9. Antenna gain depends on the operating frequiency.

T F 10. Path attenuation depends on the operating frequency.

157
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Name: Date: Grade

DIRECTIONS: On the blank line(s) provided, write,the word(s) that correctly

complete each statement.

I. ultiplexing is a system designed to

2. Pyramiding" is a term used to indicate that a more complex system may

uilt by

3. A voice channel is usually
amplifier.

kHz wide as provided by the channel

4. In a typical system containing 90 channels, a group modulator will accept

an input from Vngle channels.

5. In a typical system the total frequency output is from to

- kHz (for a 90 channel system).

6. A channel unit will have a total frequency output of to kHz.

7. To separate one channel from another and minimize cross talk, some manu-

facturers use

,8. Output of the channel amplifier of channels 21--30 is usually

sideband.

9. MUX may be used withieither radio or circuits.

10. Voice frequencies up to
system.

kHz are used in a typical multiplex

15s
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Answers to Job Questions

1. Fcm = 300 x 100

FMHz

2. 2,150,000,000 Hz

3. 7152 MHz

4. 7.152 KMHz
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.1. 2.7 cm and 1.06 inches

2. 4.47 cm and 1,16 inches

3. 27270 MHz

4. 3.39 cm and 1.33 inches

5. 9524 MHz
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1.

2.

D and M

C and K

Answers to Test
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3. M
I.

4. A

5. E
,

6. C I
7.

8.

A

M

ft

9. F
.

10. B

11: P

12. C.and D

13. G

14. N

15, Al
i
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1. Local oscillator frequency, intermediate frequency, anlfcrystal mixer

followed by a preamplifier are Major differences.

2. The radio frequency amplifier is dsually omitted.

1

1

1

'I

1

,
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-

6it

I
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Answers to Test 4

4
.

1. transmit or receive tWo or more signasc one carrier wave

2. adding additional units

b
3. 4 kHz-

1

4. 10
!

5. 4 to 432 kHZ

,

6. g to 44 kHz

7. crystal filters
I

8. upper

- 1 9. wire
1 .

.

4.

p .
.

f

- o

O. 3 Hz
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MICROWAVE
4

Answers to Study Questione

R.S.A.

PAG/E_LOF

1. Television relay, telephone messages, telemetry% space communications,
etc.

A.

B.

C.

L = 1.12 to 2.7 GHz
SJ 2.6 to 3.95 GHz

= 5.85 to 8.2 GHz

= 8.2 to12.4 GHz, P = 12.4 to i8.0 GHz

tand away from open waveguides, be sure all shields are in place,
-don't touch active circuits, etc.

4. Waveguides and low loss coaxial cable,

41,
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MICROWAVE

Answers to Study Questions

1. A. Oscillator--generates the caryier
B. Modulator--impresses the data upon the carrier
C. Power supply-'provides necessary voltages and currents
D. Transmission line--provides a signal path from the transmitter

to the antenna or from the antenna to the receiver
E. fteceiver--amplifies and demodulates the incoang signal
F. AFC system--insuras operai-ion on the proper frequency
G. ,Control system--provides failure alarm, switching, routing, etc.

2. As applied to microwave', an antenna in the shflpe of a dish hat
radiates energy in a parallel beam when the- feed point,is placed
at the focal-'point of the dish.

R.S.A 2

3. The process for amplifying some frequenqy components of a signal
to help these components override noise or to reduce distortion.

0 ,

Figure 1, this R.S.A..
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MICROWAVE
Answers to Study Que§tions

R.S.A. 3

PAGE OF 1

1. A. Klystron--a vacuum tube containing a grid, a cathode, and an
adjustable cavity. A repeller plate is used io cause oscillation
by "bunching" erectrons.

B. Traveling Wave Tube--contains an electrorefocusing gun, a helital
coil to the anode (internal) and two external helixes fqr input
and output coupling. "Bunching" of the electrons due to'the action,
of the helixes causes oscillation.

C. Backwave oscillatorbasically a travel' swave tube,but uses
a bifilar helix.and has a balanced outp t.

D. Magnetrona tube that contains several cavities anPa very strong
magnet. If a very high dt potential

i applied to t e elements,
it causes e1e4rons in the central cavity to travel in an elip-

, tical pattern which produces oscillations' in.the outer cavities ,

as they pass the outer cavities.
E. Gun diode
F.. unnel dio4e--operates on the negative resistance Kinciple.

2. A micrometer (or calibrated dial) is attached.to cavity and as the
dial is turned, the size of the cavity is varied. An indicating
sdevice (meter and crystal diode) indicate When the cavity is resonant
at the frequency to be meastifed. The dial VtdIgng then converted
to .frequency if it is not already a direct reading instrument.

3. A cavity contains all the necessary characteristics to be a resonant
"tank" circuit. It consists of 'an infinite number,of quarter wave
shorted stubs arrange in a complete circle with the short at the outer
edge. When excited wi h RF energy, it has the same "flywheel" effect
as a parallel resonant "tank."

4. High Z at the open end, low Z at.the shorted end.
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MICROWAVE'
Answers to Study Questions

R S A 4

PAGE 1 OF

I. The data to be impressed on the carrier is usesd to.Nary the,repller-

voltage-.

2.. Bias voltage

3. Up to around 40 MHz 4

4. FMdouble sideband AM, PM, etc.

.0%
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MICROWAVE-'
.411

1 .

Answers to Study Questions

Round, square-, rectangAar and elliptical

2. A. Low 12R loss
B. Low insuration loss.
C. Very rugged
D. -Stmple construction
E. -.Minimal radiation loss
F. Good poweF7handling capability

R S A

PAGE_LT 1

3. A. Physical size is limited
8. Unable to carry signals less than the design value (i.e. cutlef

frequency)

$

4. Electromagnettc and electro tatic
/ , i

/ .

5.' The norma)-configuration of e electrOmagnetic field in a rectangular
1waveguide.4 ,
I

6. When the.....g1A-Ct.ric' field is Perpendic to the length of the guide
and no E lines are pardllel io thp directio f/trayel of the wave.

aN

4

.1
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MICROWAVE R.S.A. 6

PAGE Of. I

AfteAtrers to Study Questions -

I. Two methods are A) a small probe inserted into the 'guide and B) a
loop inserted into the guide.

The field is rotated (see Fig. 6)

45 degree bend spaced one-quarter wave from another 45 degree
bend causes a direct reflection in one bend that.is canceled by the
inverse reflection leaving the fields as,if no reflection had occured.
In caseof a single 90 degree bend, the fields remain in the same
plane,and,if the bend is not too short, the reflections:are minimal.

4 A specially designed joint using stu6s to an'a&vantage to keep the
joint from leaking radio freqUency ener0.

5. A. Graphited sand in the end of a guide
B. High resistance rod in the E field-
C. 'A wedge-cutting the H,bieres

4

A

1 (, `...0
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MICROWAVE

OPti

, Answers to Study Questions

,

RA:A. 7.

, PAGE 1 OF 1

1. A detector whose rectified output current is proportional to the square

of the effective value of the signal voltage.

2. Impedance must be matched, conversion loss, noise output
.....

3. 1000 MHZand up
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MICROWAVE

Answers to Study Questions

Horn and parabolic reflector

. Angle. of the flare of the sides and the length of the flared section

3% High power'gain and narrow ber width

R.S.A. 8

PAGE 1 OF J.

fi

eG

A grid used to bounce (or change direction) of a microwave Ognal
(it is not excited directly by the transmitter).
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MICROWAVE

\

I. See Smith Chart

\,

2. See Smith Chart

Answers to Study Questions

3. A. Resistance
B, Conductance
C. Impedance
D. Susceptan9e

..

y E. VSWR
F. Admittance
G. Reflection coefficient

4. See Smith Chart

5. -.,.5 wavelengths

6. 1800
....,

'c

.44.
\
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MICROWAVE
Answers to Study Questions

t

PACE 1 OF_L

1. A. Balanced mixer
B. To,cancel any noise input from 'the local oscillator

2. Klystron tubes or solid state devices

3. Noise figure--ratio of total signal-to-noise power ratio at the input
terminals to the total signal-to-noise power ratio at the output
terminals after correoting for the bandwidth of the receiver.

4 Yes

1 9()
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MICROWAVE R S A it

PAGE I OF 1

Answers to Study Questions

I. A numbering system of the paths that a mircrowave signal may arriN>N
at the receiving antenna.

2. .6 x radius of the circle of the first zone

3. Topographic map ,

4. Higher than 99%

5. A. Transmission line losses
B. Free space loss
C. Antenna gain
D. Transr,j tter' power output

6. A hypOthetical antenna radiating or rece ing equally well in a
directions

A. Skin effect losses in waveguides
B. 'Misalignment of antennas
C. Accumulation of foreign matter on antennas
D. Polarization errors


